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CANONICAL RESOLUTIONS IN HEREDITARY ABELIAN
MODEL CATEGORIES
JAMES GILLESPIE
Abstract. Each object of any abelian model category has a canonical reso-
lution as described in this article. When the model structure is hereditary we
show how morphism sets in the associated homotopy category may be real-
ized as cohomology groups computed from these resolutions. We also give an
alternative description of the morphism sets in terms of Yoneda Ext groups.
1. Introduction
In this paper we use techniques from classical homological algebra, and the
more recent theory of cotorsion pairs, to define and study the natural idea of a
canonical resolution. These are certain doubly infinite resolutions that exist in
abelian model categories and we show how under natural assumptions they yield
long exact cohomology sequences reminiscent of Tate cohomology sequences.
To explain, let A be an abelian category. An abelian model structure on A, a
notion defined by Hovey in [Hov02], consists of a triple M = (Q,W ,R) of classes
of objects in A satisfying some homological conditions. One is that the class Q of
cofibrant objects and the class RW :=W∩R of trivially fibrant objects are required
to be orthogonal with respect to Yoneda’s functor Ext1A(−,−). Similarly, the class
QW := Q ∩W of trivially cofibrant objects is orthogonal to the class R of fibrant
objects. This is expressed more precisely and succinctly in Section 2 by saying
that (Q,RW ) and (QW ,R) are cotorsion pairs. Another important homological
assumption on the triple M is that these two cotorsion pairs are complete. This too
is defined precisely in Section 2 but we point out now that it implies the existence
of certain resolutions and coresolutions for each object in A. In particular, given
any object A ∈ A, we may construct resolutions as follows:
(i) Using completeness of the cotorsion pair (QW ,R) we may construct an
exact chain complex
QA◦ ։ A ≡ · · · −→ Q2
d2−→ Q1
d1−→ Q0
ǫ
−→ A −→ 0
so that each Qi ∈ QW and each kernel is in R.
(ii) Using completeness of the cotorsion pair (Q,RW) we may construct an
exact chain complex
A →֒ R◦A ≡ 0 −→ A
η
−→ R−1
d−1
−−→ R−2
d−2
−−→ R−3 −→ · · ·
so that each Ri ∈ RW and each kernel is in Q.
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We may paste these together by setting d0 = ηǫ. Then we have ker d0 = ker ǫ ∈ R,
and, cok d0 = cok η ∈ Q. Thus we obtain the following full resolution of A:
WA ≡ · · · −→ Q2
d2−→ Q1
d1−→ Q0
d0−→ R−1
d−1
−−→ R−2
d−2
−−→ R−3 −→ · · ·
Using the notation and language of “cochain complexes” we could also denote
this construction by
WA ≡ · · · −→ Q−3 −→ Q−2
d−2
−−→ Q−1
d−1
−−→ R0
d0
−→ R1
d1
−→ R2 −→ · · ·
where we have ker d−1 = ker ǫ ∈ R, and, cok d−1 = cok η ∈ Q.
Definition 1.1. We call WA an M-resolution of A. By a canonical resolution
of A we mean an M-resolution WQA of any cofibrant replacement QA of A. In the
same way, we callWA an M-coresolution of A and by a canonical coresolution
of A we mean an M-coresolution WRA of any fibrant replacement RA of A.
Note that if A is already cofibrant, then any M-resolution of A is already a
canonical resolution of A. The quintessential example of a canonical resolution is
the complete projective resolution (i.e. totally acyclic complex of projective R-
modules) associated to a Gorenstein projective approximation of an R-module M
over a suitable ring R. See Example 6.9 at the end of Section 6.
A concept which has proved to be of fundamental importance in the theory of
abelian model structures is the hereditary condition. This condition has been ever-
present in the examples arising in applications; see [Gil16b]. It just means that
ExtiA(Q,R) = 0 for all i ≥ 1 whenever Q is cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant)
and R is trivially fibrant (resp. fibrant). The hereditary hypothesis is needed to
guarantee that canonical resolutions possess the properties of Lemma 4.3. These
properties will be crucial to us, so we will also assume the hereditary condition
throughout the entire paper.
As we will see, both M-resolutions and canonical resolutions are unique up to
chain homotopy. We use this in Sections 3 - 6 to introduce and study bifunctors
denoted by ExtnHo(M)(A,B), one for each integer value of n. To do so, we start by
defining in Section 4, see Definition 4.6, a bifunctor
ℓExtn
M
(A,B) := Hn[HomA(WA, B)],
where WA may be any M-resolution of A. On the other hand, in Section 5, see
Definition 5.1, we consider the bifunctor
rExtnM(A,B) := H
n[HomA(A,W
B)],
where WB is some M-coresolution of B. Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 5.2 summarize
the main properties of these functors. We see that they share nice properties
when A is cofibrant and B is fibrant and in fact it is because we have a canonical
isomorphism ℓExtnM(A,B)
∼= rExtnM(A,B) in this case. This is reminiscent of how
the left and right homotopy relations coincide when the source is cofibrant and the
target is fibrant. Because of the canonical isomorphism, when A is cofibrant and
B is fibrant, we will simply denote this group by ExtnM(A,B), with the realization
that it may be computed by either a canonical resolution of A, or, a canonical
coresolution of B.
We then get to the main point, and in Definition 6.4 we set, for each integer n,
ExtnHo(M)(A,B) := Ext
n
M(RQA,RQB),
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where RQA and RQB represent bifibrant (that is, cofibrant-fibrant) replacements.
The main properties of the functors ExtnHo(M) are listed in Theorem 6.5. It states
first of all that there is a canonical isomorphism
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnM(QA,RB)
showing that ExtnHo(M)(A,B) may be computed by using any canonical resolution of
A, or, any canonical coresolution of B. This result is reminiscent of how morphism
sets in Ho(M) may be defined via Ho(M)(A,B) := HomA(RQA,RQB)/ ∼ (where
∼ represents the homotopy relation) but that there are canonical isomorphisms
Ho(M)(A,B) ∼= HomA(QA,RB)/ ∼.
Second, Theorem 6.5 says that short exact sequences in A are sent to long exact
sequences of ExtnHo(M) groups. That is, suppose we have a short exact sequence
0 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 0 in A. Then for any object X we get a long exact cohomology
sequence of abelian groups
· · · −→ Extn−1Ho(M)(X,C) −→ Ext
n
Ho(M)(X,A) −→ Ext
n
Ho(M)(X,B)
−→ ExtnHo(M)(X,C) −→ Ext
n+1
Ho(M)(X,A) −→ · · ·
And, similarly there is a contravariant version for the other variable.
Third, we see in Theorem 6.5 that the functors ExtnHo(M)(A,B) aren’t just de-
fined on A, but descend to functors on Ho(M). So they must be something funda-
mental. Corollary 6.6 illuminates this, showing that we have natural isomorphisms:
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB)
where Ω is the loop functor and Σ is the suspension functor that we also give
easy characterizations of in Appendix A. Thus we have shown that morphism
sets in Ho(M) may be realized as cohomology groups, computed via canonical
(co)resolutions in A.
In Section 7 we turn to study how ExtnHo(M) is related to Ext
n
A, the usual Yoneda
Ext functor. Recall that the latter is defined, regardless of whether or not projective
or injective resolutions exist, to be the group of all (equivalence classes of) n-fold
exact sequences. We show in Theorem 7.3/Corollary 7.4 that there is, for each
integer n ≥ 1, a canonical isomorphism
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnA(QA,RB).
In particular, for positive integers n we have
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= ExtnA(QA,RB)
∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB).
We deduce from this, Corollary 7.5, which gives natural isomorphisms describing
the morphism sets in the homotopy category:
Ext1A(ΣQA,RB)
∼= Ho(M)(A,B) ∼= Ext1A(QA,ΩRB).
The interesting thing is that this description of Ho(M)(A,B) is in terms of short
exact sequences in A and nothing more. Indeed a cofibrant replacement QA is
nothing more than any object fitting into a short exact sequence
0 −→ F −→ QA −→ A −→ 0
where QA ∈ Q and F ∈ RW . The dual construction describes how to obtain a
fibrant replacement RB. Similarly, Appendix A shows that any suspension ΣA is
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nothing more than any object fitting into a short exact sequence
0 −→ A −→W −→ ΣA −→ 0
where W ∈ W . The dual defines ΩA. And, of course, the Yoneda Ext1A groups
are equivalence classes of short exact sequences, so we have described Ho(M)(A,B)
completely in terms of short exact sequences in A.
ln Section 8 we consider the case of when A comes with a tensor product and
develop a similar theory of bifunctors denoted by TorHo(M)n . Finally, Section 9
considers how the canonical resolutions defined in this paper relate to some model
structures recently constructed by Hanno Becker in [Bec18]. There, Becker assumes
that M = (Q,W ,R) is a cofibrantly generated and hereditary abelian model struc-
ture on a Grothendieck category A, and shows that M will lift to several Quillen
equivalent model structures on Ch(A). Although we don’t use the cofibrantly gener-
ated and Grothendieck hypothesis for what we do here, we show that our canonical
resolutions are exactly cofibrant replacements in one of Becker’s model structures
on Ch(A), whenever it may exist.
1.1. A Remark on Generalities and Exact Categories. It is stronger than
what is needed to insist that A be an abelian category. All the results in this
paper hold when A is just an exact category in the sense of [Qui73], along with a
compatible Hovey triple M = (Q,W ,R) that is hereditary. The interested reader
with knowledge of exact categories will have no trouble making the minor changes
needed to translate the results in this paper to that setting. Indeed the paper has
been deliberately written and all proofs presented and proofread to be sure that
such translations are immediate. Occasionally we will provide references, usually
to [Bu¨h10] or [Gil11], to support this. For the uninitiated, the best way to learn
about exact categories is to read [Bu¨h10]. However, the author has decided to keep
the prose directly in terms of abelian categories. First, in most applications of the
theory, the ground category tends to be abelian. Second, everybody knows what
an abelian category is, but exact categories, while fundamentally just as easy, are
much less known.
The following is a simple guide that can be used to translate abelian terminology
into the language of exact categories.
• Replace the word “abelian” with “exact”. One typically assumes the un-
derlying additive category is also weakly idempotent complete. See [Bu¨h10]
and [Gil11] for terminology. However, this assumption is not even necessary
to obtain the results in this paper. Indeed any model structure on an exact
category will yield a Hovey triple M = (Q,W ,R) by [Gil11, Theorem 3.3]
and this is all that is needed in this paper. The interested reader can find
much more on exact model structures in [Sto14].
• Replace “monomorphism” (resp. “epimorphism”) with “admissible monomor-
phism” or “inflation” (resp. “admissible epimorphism” or “deflation”). In-
terpret “short exact sequence” to be a member of the exact structure, that
is, an “admissible short exact sequence” or a “conflation”.
• The construction of the Yoneda Ext functor ExtnA will carry through for
exact categories A. While the author is not aware of a source that does
this in the language of exact categories, he finds the exposition in [Mit65,
Chapter VII] to be quite well suited for adapting to exact categories.
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• Finally, we can define chain complexes, and also exact (or acyclic) chain
complexes, in any exact category. This can also be found in [Bu¨h10].
Actually, the Appendix of this paper has been written in the language of exact
categories. So the Appendix also serves as an example of how the above translations
may be made.
2. Preliminary notation and terminology
Throughout this paper we will consider an abelian category denoted by A, which
the reader may optionally relax to be an exact category as described in Section 1.1.
TypicallyA will possess an abelian model structureM = (Q,W ,R) that is assumed
hereditary. We now give precise definitions of these concepts which will also set the
notation used throughout the paper.
First, given a class of objects C in A, the right orthogonal C⊥ is defined to be the
class of all objects X such that Ext1A(C,X) = 0 for all C ∈ C. Similarly, we define
the left orthogonal ⊥C. A pair of classes C = (X ,Y) is called a cotorsion pair if
Y = X⊥ and X = ⊥Y. We say the cotorsion pair is hereditary if ExtiA(X,Y ) =
0 for all X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y, and i ≥ 1. The main practical consequence of the
hereditary condition is that the class X will then be closed under taking kernels
of epimorphisms between objects in X ; and the dual holds for Y. In practice, the
cotorsion pairs we encounter are typically hereditary.
We say a cotorsion pair C has enough projectives if for each A ∈ A there
exists a short exact sequence 0 → Y → X → A → 0 with X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y.
The epimorphism X → A is sometimes called a special X -precover. On the
other hand, we say C has enough injectives if it satisfies the dual, and the
monomorphism in that case is sometimes called a special Y-preenvelope. A
cotorsion pair C is called complete if it has both enough projectives and enough
injectives, or in other words, each object has a special X -precover and a special
Y-preenvelope. Standard references for cotorsion pairs include [EJ00] and [GT06].
The connection between cotorsion pairs on A and abelian model structures on
A can be found in [Hov02]. It is enough to define an abelian model structure
on A to be a triple M = (Q,W ,R) of classes of objects such that W is a thick
class (meaning it satisfies the 2 out of 3 property on short exact sequences) such
that both (Q,W ∩ R) and (Q ∩ W ,R) are complete cotorsion pairs. We will set
QW := Q∩W and RW :=W∩R. Then Q is the class of cofibrant objects, R the
class of fibrant objects, QW the class of trivially cofibrant objects and RW the
class of trivially fibrant objects. We also set ω := Q ∩W ∩R and call this the
core of the model structure. A model structure M is called hereditary if both
of the associated cotorsion pairs (Q,RW ) and (QW ,R) are hereditary. Hereditary
abelian model structures are particularly easy to construct by the result in [Gil15].
They are also of particular importance, for they are the ones that have appeared
in virtually all the applications. See [Gil16b] for a recent survey.
As with any model structure on a suitable category, abelian model structures
have homotopy relations. Due to [Gil11, Proposition 4.4] they have particularly
easy characterizations in the abelian case as follows: Let f, g : A −→ B be two
morphisms in A. We say f and g are left homotopic, written f ∼ℓ g if g − f
factors through an object in RW . It is easy to see that ∼
ℓ is an equivalence relation
on HomA(A,B) called the left homotopy relation. On the other hand, f and
g are right homotopic, written f ∼r g, if g − f factors through an object in
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QW . The relation ∼
r is called the right homotopy relation. We say f and g
are homotopic or fully homotopic, written f ∼ω g or simply f ∼ g, if g − f
factors through an object of the core ω. With all this in mind, we introduce some
new terminology that we will use in this paper. First, we will set Q = (Q,RW)
and call it the left cotorsion pair and set R = (QW ,R) and call it the right
cotorsion pair. This terminology helps us to remember the following: Morphisms
A −→ B are right homotopic if and only if their difference factors through QW , the
trivial class appearing in the right cotorsion pair. Moreover, when B (the object on
the right) is fibrant, then right homotopy coincides with the full homotopy relation
∼ω. This helps us to distinguish these statements from the dual statements that
hold for the left cotorsion pair and left homotopy. The above statements are all
due to the characterizations in [Gil11, Proposition 4.4] which have proofs that can
be readily followed from first principles.
To each homotopy relation we may associate a stable category. Most importantly,
we will write [f ]ω, or simply [f ] when this is clear, for the homotopy class of f .
Then Homω(A,B) denotes the additive group of all such equivalence classes of
morphisms from A to B. The reader can verify that there is an additive category,
that we denote by Stω(A), whose objects are the same as A but whose morphism
sets are the groups Homω(A,B). We call Stω(A) the stable category of M and
there is a canonical functor we denote by γω : A −→ Stω(A). We can also discuss
the left stable category of M, denoted by γℓ : A −→ Stℓ(A), by using the left
homotopy classes [f ]ℓ and the groups Hom ℓ(A,B). On the other hand, using right
homotopy we define [f ]r , and Hom r(A,B), to obtain γr : A −→ Str(A), the right
stable category of M .
In the setting of an abelian model structureM = (Q,W ,R), a specialQ-precover
of an object A is precisely a cofibrant replacement of A, and usually denoted by
QA. That is, a cofibrant replacement of A is constructed by taking any short exact
sequence
0 −→ R −→ QA −→ A −→ 0
with QA ∈ Q and R ∈ RW . We may also refer to such a short exact sequence as
a cofibrant replacement sequence for A. Similar language applies to fibrant
replacements.
Finally, we denote the homotopy category of M by Ho(M). Following one stan-
dard approach, for example see [DS95] and also comments in [Gil11, Section 4], the
morphism sets in Ho(M) are defined by setting
Ho(M)(A,B) := Homω(RQA,RQB).
Different choices of bifibrant replacements, for either A or B, are canonically iso-
morphic, so we are comfortable defining the morphisms sets this way. They are
naturally additive abelian groups making Ho(M) an additive category with W the
class of zero objects. In Appendix A we give a very easy and useful definition of
the loop functor Ho(M)
Ω
−→ Ho(M) and the suspension functor Ho(M)
Σ
−→ Ho(M),
assuming M is hereditary.
3. Homotopy lemmas for augmentations and full resolutions
Throughout this section, A denotes an abelian category and Ch(A) the asso-
ciated category of chain complexes. Again, A may even be an exact category as
discussed in Section 1.1.
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Let A ∈ A. By an augmentation of A, denoted X
ǫ
−→ A, we mean a chain
complex
· · · −→ X2
d2−→ X1
d1−→ X0
ǫ
−→ A −→ 0.
We often will write X≥0
ǫ
−→ A to specify that the domain of ǫ is in degree 0 and
in this way we may also write X≥i
ǫ
−→ A to specify a different degree. If X
ǫ
−→ A
is an exact (acyclic) complex we call it a resolution of A. On the other hand, a
co-augmentation of A, denoted A
η
−→ X or more specifically A
η
−→ X≤−1, will be
a chain complex
0 −→ A
η
−→ X−1
d−1
−−→ X−2
d−2
−−→ · · · ,
and we call it a coresolution when it is an exact complex. By a full augmen-
tation of A, we mean a chain complex X = X≥0
ηǫ
−→ X≤−1 obtained by splicing
together (via the composition d0 = ηǫ) an augmentation X≥0
ǫ
−→ A and a co-
augmentation A
η
−→ X≤−1. We call it a full resolution of A if X≥0
ηǫ
−→ X≤−1
is an exact complex; this happens if and only if X≥0
ǫ
−→ A is a resolution and
A
η
−→ X≤−1 is a coresolution.
Remark. The above uses the notation of chain complexes as opposed to cochain
complexes. We will need to use both, and we slightly modify the language for
cochain complexes as explained at the beginning of Section 5.
Given a class of objects X , containing 0, and two morphisms f, g ∈ A, we write
f ∼X g to mean g − f factors through some object of X .
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a class of objects in A, containing 0. Assume X≥0
ǫA−→ A is
an augmentation with each Xn ∈ X while Y≥0
ǫB−−→ B is a resolution with ker ǫB ∈
X⊥ and each ker dn ∈ X
⊥ for all n ≥ 1. Then any morphism f : A −→ B extends
to a chain map (X≥0
ǫA−→ A)
{fn}∪{f}
−−−−−−→ (Y≥0
ǫB−−→ B). Moreover, if f ∼X g, then
any such extension {fn} ∪ {f}, of f , is chain homotopic to any such extension
{gn}∪{g}, of g. In particular, any extension of f is unique up to chain homotopy.
Proof. The reader can easily verify that the classical argument concerning projec-
tive resolutions holds in the exact same way, to construct an extension {fn} of
f , (and that {fn} ∪ {f} is unique up to chain homotopy in the special case that
f ∼X f).
More generally, assume a morphism h : A −→ B factors through some W ∈ X , so
h = βα where h : A
α
−→W
β
−→ B. Let {hn} be an extension of h. We will now show
{hn} ∪ {h} ∼
X 0. First, since Ext1A(W, ker ǫB) = 0, there exists s : W −→ Y0 such
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that ǫBs = β.
...
...
X1 Y1
X0 Y0
A W B
0 0
h1
d1 d1
s1
h0
ǫA ǫB
α
s
β
The differential d1 : Y1 −→ Y0 factors as d1 = k1e1 where k1 : ker ǫB −→ Y0. Since
ǫB(h0−sαǫA) = 0, the universal property of the kernel ker ǫB shows that h0−sαǫA
factors through the inclusion k1 : ker ǫB −→ Y0. So now since Ext
1
A(X0, kerd1) = 0,
there exists s1 : X0 −→ Y1 (a lift over e1) such that d1s1 = h0 − sαǫA. Thus
h0 = sαǫA + d1s1. This completes the first step of constructing a null homotopy
which one then completes with an induction argument. So, in general, if f ∼X g,
we set h = g− f and let {hn}n≥0 = {gn}n≥0−{fn}n≥0 where {fn} is an extension
of f and {gn} of g. The above argument provides morphisms {sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≥1
satisfying:
(3.1)
hn = dn+1sn+1 + sndn , for all n ≥ 1.
h0 = d1s1 + (sα)ǫA
h = ǫB(sα) + 0
So here we see {hn}∪{h} is null homotopic by using sα : A −→ Y0 in the homotopy.

Lemma 3.2 (Dual of Lemma 3.1). Let Y be a class of objects in A, containing 0.
Assume B
ηB
−−→ Y≤−1 is a co-augmentation with each Yn ∈ Y while A
ηA
−−→ X≤−1
is a coresolution with cok ηA ∈
⊥Y and each cok dn ∈
⊥Y for all n ≤ −1. Then
any morphism f : A −→ B extends to a chain map (A
ηA
−−→ X≤−1)
{f}∪{fn}
−−−−−−→ (B
ηB
−−→
Y≤−1). Moreover, if f ∼
Y g, then any such extension {f} ∪ {fn}, of f , is chain
homotopic to any such extension {g} ∪ {gn}, of g. In particular, any extension of
f is unique up to chain homotopy.
Proof. This is the dual of Lemma 3.1 and generalizes the classical result concerning
injective coresolutions. We are however using chain complex (as opposed to cochain
complex) notation and will wish to reference this proof in our work ahead. In
particular, in the case that A
h
−→ B factors through some W ∈ Y, as h = βα, we
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use Ext1A(cok ηA,W ) = 0 to construct a morphism t : X−1 −→W such that α = tηA.
0 0
A W B
X−1 Y−1
X−2 Y−2
...
...
α
ηA
β
ηB
t
h−1
d−1 d−1
h−2
s−1
Letting {h}∪{hn}n≤−1 be any extension of h we go on to show it is null homotopic
by constructing morphisms {sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≤−1 satisfying:
(3.2)
h = 0 + (βt)ηA
h−1 = ηB(βt) + s−1d−1
hn = dn+1sn+1 + sndn , for all n ≤ −2.

Lemma 3.3. Let X and Y be classes of objects in A, each containing 0. Let
ω = X ∩ Y. Assume we have objects A and B along with full augmentations XA
and YB as follows:
• The augmentation X≥0
ǫA−→ A has each Xn ∈ X while A
ηA
−−→ X≤−1 is a
coresolution with cok ηA ∈
⊥Y and each cok dn ∈
⊥Y for all n ≤ −1.
• The co-augmentation B
ηB
−−→ Y≤−1 has each Yn ∈ Y while Y≥0
ǫB−−→ B is a
resolution with ker ǫB ∈ X
⊥ and each ker dn ∈ X
⊥ for all n ≥ 1.
Then any morphism f : A −→ B extends to a chain map {fn}n∈Z : XA −→ YB in
the sense that ǫBf0 = fǫA and ηBf = f−1ηA. Moreover, if f ∼
ω g, then any
such extension {fn} of f is chain homotopic to any such extension {gn} of g. In
particular, any extension {fn} of f is unique up to chain homotopy.
Proof. Since X≥0
ǫA−→ A and Y≥0
ǫB−−→ B satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1,
while B
ηB
−−→ Y≤−1 and A
ηA
−−→ X≤−1 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, those
lemmas do provide a full chain map {fn}n∈Z : XA −→ YB extending f in the sense
that ǫBf0 = fǫA and ηBf = f−1ηA. To complete the proof, it is enough to show
that h ∼ω 0 =⇒ {hn}n∈Z ∼ 0 (null homotopic). So suppose h = βα where
h : A
α
−→ W
β
−→ B and W ∈ ω. Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain
a morphism s : W −→ Y0 and a collection of morphisms {sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≥1
collectively satisfying the equations in (3.1):
hn = dn+1sn+1 + sndn , for all n ≥ 1.
h0 = d1s1 + (sα)ǫA
h = ǫB(sα) + 0
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On the other hand, the proof of Lemma 3.2 provides morphisms t : X−1 −→W and
{sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≤−1 collectively satisfying the equations in (3.2):
h = 0 + (βt)ηA
h−1 = ηB(βt) + s−1d−1
hn = dn+1sn+1 + sndn , for all n ≤ −2.
Pasting the corresponding diagrams in those proofs together we get:
...
...
X1 Y1
X0 Y0
A W B
X−1 Y−1
X−2 Y−2
...
...
d1
h1
d1
s1
h0
ǫA
d0
ǫB
d0
α
ηA
s
β
ηBt
d−1
h−1
d−1
s−1
h−2
We now define s0 to be the composition s0 : X−1
t
−→W
s
−→ Y0 and we claim that
{sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≥1 ∪ {s0 : X−1 −→ Y0} ∪ {sn : Xn−1 −→ Yn}n≤−1
provides the desired null homotopy. For this it is left to show
h0 = d1s1 + s0d0 and h−1 = d0s0 + s−1d−1.
But following the diagram we see
d1s1 + s0d0 = d1s1 + (st)(ηAǫA) = d1s1 + sαǫA = h0.
Similarly, d0s0 + s−1d−1 = (ηBǫB)(st) + s−1d−1 = ηBβt+ s−1d−1 = h−1. 
3.1. Example concerning the projective and injective stable categories.
Here we give a nice application of the previous lemma which also alludes to some
ideas that will be expanded upon in the rest of the paper. Let A denote any exact
category. Let I denote the class of all injective objects and StI(A) denote the
injective stable category of A. We recall its definition as follows. First, write
f ∼I g to mean that the morphism g− f factors through an injective object. This
is an equivalence relation and we let HomI(A,B) denote HomA(A,B) modulo this
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relation. Given a morphism f : A −→ B we let [f ]I ∈ HomI(A,B) denote the
equivalence class of f : A −→ B. So now StI(A) is the category whose objects
are the same as those in A but its morphism sets are the HomI(A,B) instead
of HomA(A,B). StI(A) is an additive category and we get an additive functor
γI : A −→ StI(A) by f 7→ [f ]I .
Assume A has enough injectives. It is well-known that there is an additive
functor Σ : StI(A) −→ StI(A), defined on objects by taking ΣA to be an object
fitting into a short exact sequence
0 −→ A −→ I −→ ΣA −→ 0
with I ∈ I. ΣA is well-defined up to a canonical isomorphism in StI(A). Similarly
morphisms f : A −→ B induce morphisms of such short exact sequences and we
get that any morphism [f ]I : A −→ B in StI(A) induces a canonical morphism
Σ([f ]I) : ΣA −→ ΣB. Hence we get a functor Σ that is a well-defined up to a
canonical isomorphism.
Now assume A has both enough projectives and and enough injectives. Let
XA ≡ (P≥0
ǫA−→ A
ηA
−−→ I≤−1)
be a full resolution obtained by pasting a projective resolution of A together with
an injective coresolution of A. Using Lemma 3.3, with X = P and Y = I, one
argues that such a full resolution of A is unique up to a canonical chain homotopy
equivalence. Similarly, one argues that the following definition provides a well
defined functor, contravariant in A and covariant in B.
Definition 3.4. ℓExtnA(A,B) = H
n[HomA(XA, B)] for all n ∈ Z.
Lemma 3.5. Assume A has enough projectives and injectives. Then for n ≥ 1 we
have
ℓExtnA(A,B) = Ext
n
A(A,B)
and for n ≥ 0 we have
ℓExt−nA (A,B) = Hom I(Σ
nA,B).
Moreover, for each A, the functor ℓExtnA(A,−) descends via γI : A −→ StI(A) to a
functor ℓExtnA(A,−) : StI(A) −→ Ab, where Ab is abelian groups.
Proof. The first statement is just the standard fact that we can compute ExtnA using
projective resolutions. We leave it to the reader to verify the second statement.
However, we point out that a more general argument of the same nature appears
ahead within the proof of Theorem 6.3.
We describe two ways to see that we get a functor ℓExtnA(A,−) : StI(A) −→ Ab.
First, one can now proceed to show that the Yoneda Ext functor ExtnA(A,−) :
A −→ Ab descends to an additive functor ExtnA(A,−) : StI(A) −→ Ab by factoring
through γI : A −→ StI(A). This is a special case of Proposition 7.1(1), by taking
M = (A,A, I), and the last paragraph of the proof of that proposition indicates
the proof of this special case. A second approach is as follows. Suppose a morphism
g : B −→ B′ factors as g = (B
α
−→ J
β
−→ B′) where J ∈ I. Then for a full resolution
XA as in Definition 3.4, the cochain map HomA(XA, g) factors as
HomA(XA, B)
HomA(XA,α)
−−−−−−−−→ HomA(XA, J)
HomA(XA,β)
−−−−−−−−→ HomA(XA, B
′).
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But HomA(XA, J) is exact since J is injective and it follows that for each n the
morphism ℓExtnA(A, g) is 0. It follows that the functor ℓExt
n
A(A,−) is compatible
with γI : A −→ StI(A). 
Proposition 3.6. Assume A has enough projectives and injectives and Y ∈ A.
Then each short exact sequence 0 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 0 induces a long exact
sequence
· · · −→ HomI(Σ
2A, Y ) −→ Hom I(ΣC, Y ) −→ HomI(ΣB, Y ) −→ HomI(ΣA, Y ) −→
HomI(C, Y ) −→ Hom I(B, Y ) −→ HomI(A, Y ) −→ Ext
1
A(C, Y ) −→ Ext
1
A(B, Y ) −→
Ext1A(A, Y ) −→ Ext
2
A(C, Y ) −→ Ext
2
A(B, Y ) −→ Ext
2
A(A, Y ) −→ Ext
3
A(C, Y ) −→ · · ·
Proof. Applying the usual horseshoe lemmas (both the projective and injective
versions) leads us to a degreewise split short exact sequence of chain complexes as
indicated below.
0 −−−−→ P≥0 −−−−→ P≥0 −−−−→ P≥0 −−−−→ 0
ηA◦ǫA
y ηB◦ǫBy ηC◦ǫCy
0 −−−−→ I≤−1 −−−−→ I≤−1 −−−−→ I
′
≤−1 −−−−→ 0
Since it is degreewise split it remains exact after applying any HomA(−, Y ). Then
the fundamental lemma of homological algebra leads us to a long exact sequence in
ℓExtnA which according to Lemma 3.5 proves the result. 
Everything above can be dualized. So I gets replaced with the class P of all
projective objects to obtain StP(A), the projective stable category of A. Then
instead of the full resolutions XA we use cochain complex notation, setting
X
A ≡ (P≤−1
ǫA−→ A
ηA
−−→ I≥0)
to obtain a full coresolution of A obtained by pasting a projective resolution of A
together with an injective coresolution of A. (See Section 5 for the language and
notation we are using here.) We then replace Definition 3.4 with
rExtnA(A,B) = H
n[HomA(A,X
B)]
and replace Σ with the functor Ω : StP(A) −→ StP(A) obtained by using enough
projectives. We then get that each short exact sequence 0 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 0,
and object X ∈ A, induces a long exact sequence
· · · −→ HomP(X,Ω
2C) −→ HomP(X,ΩA) −→ HomP(X,ΩB) −→ HomP(X,ΩC) −→
HomP(X,A) −→ HomP(X,B) −→ HomP(X,C) −→ Ext
1
A(X,A) −→ Ext
1
A(X,B) −→
Ext1A(X,C) −→ Ext
2
A(X,A) −→ Ext
2
A(X,B) −→ Ext
2
A(X,C) −→ Ext
3
A(X,A) −→ · · ·
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4. The functors ℓExtn
M
Throughout this section, M = (Q,W ,R) denotes an hereditary abelian model
structure on an abelian category A, and we let ω denote its core ω := Q∩W ∩R.
Again, A can even be an exact category and M an exact model structure in the
sense of [Gil11]; see Section 1.1.
In the Introduction we defined what we mean by an M-resolution of an object
A ∈ A. In the language of the previous section, an M-resolution, WA, is a full
resolution
WA ≡ (Wn≥0
ǫA−→ A
ηA
−−→Wn≤−1)
where Wn≥0
ǫA−→ A is a resolution constructed by using enough projectives of
(QW ,R), and A
ηA
−−→ Wn≤−1 is a coresolution constructed by using enough in-
jectives of (Q,RW).
Theorem 4.1 (Comparison Theorem). Let WA and WB denote any M-resolutions
of some objects A,B ∈ A. Then for any morphism f : A −→ B, there exists a
chain map {fn}n∈Z : WA −→ WB extending f in the sense that ǫBf0 = fǫA and
ηBf = f−1ηA. If f ∼
ω g, then any such extension {fn} of f is chain homotopic to
any such extension {gn} of g. In particular, any extension {fn} of f is unique up
to chain homotopy.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 by taking X = QW (the trivially
cofibrant objects) and Y = RW (the trivially fibrant objects). 
Remark. Note that the above Comparison Theorem doesn’t require the full hy-
potheses that WA and WB be M-resolutions. We only need:
(i) W≥0
ǫA−→ A is an augmentation with Wn trivially cofibrant for all n ≥ 0.
(ii) A
ηA
−−→W≤−1 is a coresolution with cok ηA and all cok dn cofibrant for n ≤ −1.
(iii) W≥0
ǫB−−→ B is a resolution with ker ǫB and all ker dn fibrant for all n ≥ 1.
(iv) B
ηB
−−→W≤−1 is a co-augmentation with Wn trivially fibrant for all n ≤ −1.
Recall that K(A) denotes the chain homotopy category of A. Its objects are
chain complexes and its morphisms are chain maps modulo the chain homotopy
relation. A chain map α is called a chain homotopy equivalence if [α] is an isomor-
phism in K(A).
Corollary 4.2. An M-resolution, WA, is unique up to a canonical isomorphism
in K(A). The association A 7→ WA defines a functor A −→ K(A) which descends
to a functor Stω(A) −→ K(A) by factoring through γω : A −→ Stω(A).
Proof. This follows from standard arguments using Theorem 4.1. For example, if
WA and W
′
A are two different M-resolutions of A, then 1A uniquely extends to a
morphism [α] : WA −→ W
′
A in K(A). On the other hand, it must have a reversal
[β] : W ′A −→ WA and α and β are inverse chain homotopy equivalences since we
must have αβ ∼ 1W ′
A
and βα ∼ 1WA . So the choice of object WA is unique up to
a canonical isomorphism in K(A) and now one can go on to use similar arguments
to verify that A 7→WA is a functor. 
The most important case will be when we take anM-resolutionWA of a cofibrant
object A. They are characterized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. The following are equivalent for an object A ∈ A.
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(1) A is cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant).
(2) Every cycle of any M-resolution WA is cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant).
(3) HomA(WA, R) remains an exact complex for any M-resolution WA and any
trivially fibrant R ∈ RW (resp. fibrant R ∈ R).
(4) Every component (resp. every cycle) of any M-resolution WA is trivially
cofibrant.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2). Each cokernel is already cofibrant in the coresolution A
ηA
−−→
W≤−1. So if A is cofibrant then all cycles of WA are cofibrant, by the hereditary
condition. Moreover, if A is trivially cofibrant then all cycles are also trivial by the
thickness condition on W .
(2) =⇒ (3). Set W =WA. We have short exact sequences
0 −→ ZnW −→Wn −→ Zn−1W −→ 0.
So for any R ∈ RW (resp. R ∈ R), we have exact sequences
0 −→ HomA(Zn−1W,R) −→ HomA(Wn, R) −→ HomA(ZnW,R) −→ Ext
1
A(Zn−1W,R).
But Ext1A(Zn−1W,R) = 0, and this proves (3).
(3) =⇒ (1). We have the short exact sequence 0 −→ ker ǫA −→ Q0 −→ A −→ 0
with ker ǫA fibrant and Q0 trivially cofibrant. So for each trivially fibrant R (resp.
fibrant R), we have an exact sequence
HomA(Q0, R) −→ HomA(ker ǫA, R) −→ Ext
1
A(A,R) −→ Ext
1
A(Q0, R) = 0.
So if (3) holds then it follows that Ext1A(A,R) = 0. So A is cofibrant (resp. trivially
cofibrant).
It is only left to show that A is cofibrant if and only if all terms of W =WA are
trivially cofibrant. Note that since cofibrant objects are closed under extensions,
W−1 is the only possible non-cofibrant component of W . Considering the short
exact sequence 0 −→ A
ηA
−−→ W−1 −→ cok ηA −→ 0, which has cok ηA cofibrant, the
hereditary condition guarantees that A is cofibrant if and only if W−1 is (trivially)
cofibrant. 
We recall the following definition from the Introduction.
Definition 4.4. A canonical resolution of an object A is an M-resolution WQA
of any cofibrant replacement QA of A.
Thus Lemma 4.3 lists properties of canonical resolutions. We note that if A is
already cofibrant we may use the terms M-resolution of A and canonical resolution
of A interchangeably.
Lemma 4.5 (Horseshoe Lemma). Any short exact sequence
0 −→ A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C −→ 0
in A extends to a short exact sequence of M-resolutions
0 −→WA
{fn}
−−−→WB
{gn}
−−−→WC −→ 0
in Ch(A).
Proof. Since the cotorsion pairs (QW ,R) and (Q,RW ) are hereditary, it follows
easily from the generalized horseshoe lemma [Bec14, Lemma 1.4.4]. This lemma
has appeared in a few places in the literature, and a different proof is in [Gil19]. 
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Remark. Lemma 4.3 requires the hereditary hypothesis on M and this is the
first place we used this assumption in the paper. It is interesting to note that
the above Horseshoe Lemma 4.5 can be proved without the hereditary hypothesis
in the special case that A is fibrant and C is cofibrant. (Indeed one can imitate
the usual Horseshoe Lemma for projective resolutions to build up, and the dual to
build down.) Furthermore, if C is cofibrant then WC will still always have trivially
cofibrant components without the hereditary hypothesis. However, this still doesn’t
seem to be enough to get where we wish to go in this paper!
Definition 4.6. For objects A,B ∈ A, we define
ℓExtnM(A,B) := H
n[HomA(WA, B)],
whereWA is anM-resolution of A. A different choice ofWA would yield a canonical
isomorphism of abelian groups.
Let us prove the statement that ℓExtnM(A,B) is well-defined (up to a canon-
ical isomorphism), regardless of the choice of resolution WA. Indeed if WA and
W ′A are two M-resolutions of A, then by Corollary 4.2 there is a canonical isomor-
phism [α] : WA −→ W
′
A in K(A). For any other object B ∈ A, since HomA(−, B)
is a contravariant additive functor, it takes α to a chain homotopy equivalence
HomA(W
′
A, B)
α∗B−−→ HomA(WA, B) of cochain complexes of abelian groups. It fol-
lows that we have a canonical isomorphism:
Hn[HomA(W
′
A, B)]
Hn([α∗B ])−−−−−−→ Hn[HomA(WA, B)].
Theorem 4.7. ℓExtnM(A,B) is a covariant additive functor in variable B and a
contravariant additive functor in variable A. It satisfies the following properties:
(1) If A is cofibrant, then each fibration B
g
−→ B′ induces a long exact cohomol-
ogy sequence:
· · · −→ ℓExtn−1
M
(A,B′) −→ ℓExtn
M
(A, ker g) −→ ℓExtn
M
(A,B)
−→ ℓExtn
M
(A,B′) −→ ℓExtn+1
M
(A, ker g) −→ · · ·
Moreover, each functor ℓExtnM(A,−) identifies left homotopic maps when-
ever A is cofibrant; in particular it factors through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
(2) If B is fibrant, then each cofibration A
f
−→ A′ induces a long exact cohomol-
ogy sequence:
· · · −→ ℓExtn−1
M
(A,B) −→ ℓExtn
M
(cok f,B) −→ ℓExtn
M
(A′, B)
−→ ℓExtn
M
(A,B) −→ ℓExtn+1
M
(cok f,B) −→ · · ·
Moreover, for any B, ℓExtnM(−, B) factors through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
Proof. For any fixed resolution WA of A we have the functor H
n[HomA(WA,−)]
which is covariant and additive and so ℓExtnM(A,−) := H
n[HomA(WA,−)] is such
a functor. For a different choice of resolutionW ′A then going back to the paragraph
after Definition 4.6, one can verify that the [α∗B ] assemble to provide a natural
isomorphism of functors
{Hn([α∗B ])} : H
n[HomA(W
′
A,−)] −→ H
n[HomA(WA,−)].
Thus ℓExtnM(A,−) is a functor that is well-defined up to canonical isomorphism.
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We now go on to prove statement (1). So suppose A is cofibrant and
0 −→ F
f
−→ B
g
−→ B′ −→ 0
is a short exact sequence with F fibrant. By Lemma 4.3 (4), we know that all com-
ponents ofWA are trivially cofibrant. So since F is fibrant, applying HomA(WA,−)
gives us a short exact sequence of cochain complexes of abelian groups
0 −→ HomA(WA, F )
f∗
−→ HomA(WA, B)
g∗
−→ HomA(WA, B
′) −→ 0.
Now applying cohomology Hn, the fundamental lemma of homological algebra pro-
vides the long exact sequence of ℓExtnM groups.
To complete the proof of (1) we now show that ℓExtn
M
(A,−) identifies left ho-
motopic maps. We recall that two maps are left homotopic, written f ∼ℓ g, if
and only if g − f factors through a trivially fibrant object. We wish to show that
ℓExtn
M
(A, f) = ℓExtn
M
(A, g) for such maps. But since ℓExtn
M
(A,−) is an additive
functor it is enough to show ℓExtnM(A, h) = 0 whenever h ∼
ℓ 0. So suppose h = βα
where B1
α
−→ R
β
−→ B2 and R ∈ RW . Then we get
HomA(WA, B1)
α∗−−→ HomA(WA, R)
β∗
−→ HomA(WA, B2).
By Lemma 4.3 (3), the complex HomA(WA, R) is acyclic, and so ℓExt
n
M(A,R) = 0
for all n. This proves that ℓExtn
M
(A, h) : ℓExtn
M
(A,B1) −→ ℓExt
n
M
(A,B2) is 0 for
all n.
We now turn to show that ℓExtn
M
(A,B) is a functor in variable A and prove
the statements in (2). First, Corollary 4.2 tells us that M-resolutions provide a
functor, A −→ K(A), well-defined on objects up to a canonical isomorphism, and
that it factors as A
γω
−−→ Stω(A) −→ K(A). For a fixed B, since HomA(−, B)
is a contravariant additive functor it induces a functor HomA(−, B) : K(A) −→
K(Ab), where again K(Ab) is the homotopy category of cochain complexes of
abelian groups. Finally, composing all these functors with cohomology gives us a
contravariant additive functor
A
γω
−−→ Stω(A) −→ K(A)
HomA(−,B)
−−−−−−−−→ K(Ab)
Hn
−−→ Ab,
which is precisely the functor ℓExtn
M
(−, B).
Now suppose B is fibrant and
E : 0 −→ A
f
−→ A′
g
−→ C −→ 0
is a short exact sequence with C cofibrant. Then using the Horseshoe Lemma 4.5
we may construct a short exact sequence naturally extending E to a short exact
sequence of M-resolutions
0 −→WA
{fn}
−−−→WA′
{gn}
−−−→WC −→ 0.
Since C is cofibrant, all components ofWC are trivially cofibrant by Lemma 4.3 (4).
So since B is fibrant, applying HomA(−, B) gives us another short exact sequence
0 −→ HomA(WC , B)
{g∗n}−−−→ HomA(WA′ , B)
{f∗n}−−−→ HomA(WA, B) −→ 0.
Finally, applying cohomology Hn, the fundamental lemma of homological algebra
provides the long exact sequence of ℓExtnM groups. 
We record the following easy lemma concerning the vanishing of ℓExtnM groups.
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Lemma 4.8. If A is cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant) and B is trivially fibrant
(resp. fibrant), then ℓExtnM(A,B) = 0 for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 (1)+(3). That lemma uses the
hereditary hypothesis. But note that for the case A trivially cofibrant, the nonneg-
ative portion of WA is contractible, and it follows that all cycles of WA are trivially
cofibrant. Thus HomA(WA, B) will remain exact for any fibrant B even without
the hereditary hypothesis. 
5. The functors rExtnM
Everything we have done in Sections 3 and 4 assumes chain complex notation.
Other times we will wish to use the language and notation of cochain complexes.
In this notation, the co-augmentations of Section 3 will be written
0 −→ A
η
−→ X0
d0
−→ X1
d1
−→ · · · ,
and denoted briefly by A
η
−→ X≥0, while augmentations will be denoted X≤−1
ǫ
−→ A.
A full co-augmentation X ≡ (X≤−1
ηǫ
−→ X≥0) is obtained by splicing these together
and setting d−1 = ηǫ, and we call it a full coresolution if it is an exact complex.
Lemmas 3.1-3.3 each hold in the exact same way, but with the different notation.
Moving to the analogs of Section 4, by an M-coresolution, WA, of an object
A ∈ A, we mean a full coresolution
WA ≡ (Wn≤−1
ǫA−→ A
ηA
−−→ Wn≥0)
where A
ηA
−−→ Wn≥0 is a coresolution constructed by using enough injectives of
(Q,RW), andW
n≤−1 ǫA−→ A is a resolution constructed by using enough projectives
of (QW ,R). If A is fibrant we refer to such a W
A as a canonical coresolution,
and for a general object A a canonical coresolution of A refers to a canonical
coresolution of any fibrant replacement. The reader can formulate and verify the
duals of Theorem 4.1 through Lemma 4.8. For convenience and referencing we will
now state the dual of Definition 4.6 and Theorem 4.7.
Definition 5.1. For objects A,B ∈ A, we define
rExtn
M
(A,B) := Hn[HomA(A,W
B)],
where WB is an M-coresolution of B. A different choice of WB would yield a
canonical isomorphism of abelian groups.
Theorem 5.2. rExtn
M
(A,B) is a covariant additive functor in variable B and a
contravariant additive functor in variable A. It satisfies the following properties:
(1) If B is fibrant, then each cofibration A
f
−→ A′ induces a long exact cohomol-
ogy sequence:
· · · −→ rExtn−1
M
(A,B) −→ rExtnM(cok f,B) −→ rExt
n
M(A
′, B)
−→ rExtn
M
(A,B) −→ rExtn+1
M
(cok f,B) −→ · · ·
Moreover, each functor rExtnM(−, B) identifies right homotopic maps when-
ever B is fibrant; in particular it factors through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
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(2) If A is cofibrant, then each fibration B
g
−→ B′ induces a long exact cohomol-
ogy sequence:
· · · −→ rExtn−1
M
(A,B′) −→ rExtn
M
(A, ker g) −→ rExtn
M
(A,B)
−→ rExtn
M
(A,B′) −→ rExtn+1
M
(A, ker g) −→ · · ·
Moreover, for any A, rExtnM(A,−) factors through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
6. The functors ExtnHo(M)
In the previous sections we defined the functors ℓExtn
M
(A,B) using an M-
resolution of A and the functors rExtn
M
(A,B) using an M-coresolution of B. They
share nice properties when A is cofibrant and B is fibrant and this is because they
are in fact naturally isomorphic in this case. This is reminiscent of how the left
and right homotopy relations coincide when the source is cofibrant and the target
is fibrant. One could try and prove directly the canonical isomorphism
ℓExtnM(A,B)
∼= rExtnM(A,B),
for A cofibrant and B fibrant. We instead wish to give another characterization of
these functors, see Theorem 6.3, from which the isomorphism automatically follows.
One may now wish to review Proposition A.1 of the Appendix.
Definition 6.1. Let A ∈ A. By a full trivial resolution of A we mean a full
resolution W ≡ (Wn≥0
ǫ
−→ A
η
−→ Wn≤−1) of A with all components Wn ∈ W .
A different choice of a full trivial resolution, W ′, yields canonical isomorphisms
Zn−1W ∼= Zn−1W
′, in Ho(M), and these are precisely the objects ΩnA, where we
use the convention that Ω−nA := ΣnA for n > 0.
On the other hand, by a full trivial coresolution of A we mean a full cores-
olution W = (Wn≤−1
ǫ
−→ A
η
−→ Wn≥0) of A with all components Wn ∈ W . The
cycles of a full trivial coresolutionW may be denoted by ΣnA, with the convention
that Σ−nA := ΩnA for n > 0.
Proposition 6.2. Regardless of the short exact sequences used to compute the
functors Q (cofibrant replacement), Ω (loop), R (fibrant replacement), and Σ (sus-
pension), we have canonical isomorphisms in Ho(M):
(1) ΩnQA ∼= QΩnA
(2) ΣnQA ∼= QΣnA
(3) ΩnRA ∼= RΩnA
(4) ΣnRA ∼= RΣnA
Proof. It is a basic fact that fibrant and cofibrant replacement computations are
unique up to canonical isomorphism in Ho(M), and the same is true for Ω and
Σ by Proposition A.1. Now for any full trivial resolution W , of A, we have short
exact sequences 0 −→ Ωn+1A −→ Wn −→ Ω
nA −→ 0. Using the generalized horseshoe
lemma, [Bec14, Lemma 1.4.4] (the proof holds in exact categories, or see [Gil19] for
another proof for exact categories), we may construct a commutative diagram with
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all rows and columns short exact sequences.
0 −−−−→ R′′ −−−−→ Rn −−−−→ R
′ −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ QΩn+1A −−−−→ QWn −−−−→ QΩ
nA −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ Ωn+1A −−−−→ Wn −−−−→ Ω
nA −−−−→ 0
and with Rn, R
′, R′′ all trivially fibrant. So the middle row represents a cofibrant
approximation of the bottom row, and QWn ∈ QW . By splicing all these short
exact sequences together we obtain a short exact sequence of chain complexes
0 −→ R −→ QW −→W −→ 0
where R ∈ R˜W , the class of all exact complexes with trivially fibrant cycles, and
QW ∈ C, the class of all exact complexes with cofibrant cycles but with trivially
cofibrant components. The point here is that the complex QW is a full trivial reso-
lution of QA and that Zn−1(QW ) = QΩ
nA. Referring to Definition 6.1 we conclude
(1) and (2). The proof of (3) and (4) is similar but using fibrant replacements and
the notion of a full trivial coresolution. 
Theorem 6.3. For A cofibrant and B fibrant, there are natural isomorphisms:
ℓExtnM(A,B)
∼= Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB) ∼= rExtnM(A,B)
Proof. We already know, from Proposition A.1, that we have natural isomorphisms
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB).
We recall that the functor ℓExtnM(A,B) := H
n[HomA(WA, B)] is well-defined up
to a canonical isomorphism, where WA is some canonical resolution of A. Because
A is cofibrant, we are assured by Lemma 4.3 that WA has cofibrant cycles, denoted
ΩnA, and trivially cofibrant components, denoted Wn. Applying HomA(−, B) to
WA gives us a cochain complex of abelian groups:
· · · ←− HomA(W2, B)
d∗2←− HomA(W1, B)
d∗1←− HomA(W0, B)
d∗0←− HomA(W−1, B) · · ·
To compute ℓExtn
M
(A,B) we need ker d∗n+1/ Im d
∗
n, the cohomology in degree n.
Now each Wn
dn−→ Wn−1 factors as Wn
ǫn−→ ΩnA
ηn−1
−−−→ Wn−1 where ǫn is an
epimorphism and ηn−1 is a monomorphism. We have cok dn+1 = cok (ηnǫn+1) =
cok ηn = ǫn. This implies that we have a left exact sequence of abelian groups
0 −→ HomA(Ω
nA,B)
ǫ∗n−→ HomA(Wn, B)
d∗n+1
−−−→ HomA(Wn+1, B).
In particular, ǫ∗n is a monomorphism identifying HomA(Ω
nA,B) with ker d∗n+1.
Since B is fibrant and ΩnA is cofibrant, we have a natural isomorphism
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= Homω(Ω
nA,B),
and so we will have proven ℓExtnM(A,B)
∼= Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) once we establish the
following.
Claim: The isomorphism HomA(Ω
nA,B)
ǫ∗n−→ ker d∗n+1 ⊆ HomA(Wn, B) carries the
subgroup { f ∈ HomA(Ω
nA,B) | f ∼ω 0 } onto the subgroup Im d∗n.
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So suppose f ∈ HomA(Ω
nA,B) satisfies f ∼ω 0. Then f : ΩnA −→ B factors as
ΩnA
α
−→W
β
−→ B whereW ∈ ω. Then applying HomA(−,W ) to the exact sequence
0 −→ ΩnA
ηn−1
−−−→Wn−1
ǫn−1
−−−→ Ωn−1A −→ 0,
and using Ext1A(Ω
n−1A,W ) = 0, we see that α extends to Wn−1 through the
morphism ΩnA
ηn−1
−−−→ Wn−1. That is, α = vηn−1 for some v :Wn−1 −→W . So now
βv ∈ HomA(Wn−1, B) and we check d
∗
n(βv) = ǫ
∗
n(f), proving that ǫ
∗
n maps f into
Im d∗n. On the other hand, suppose f ∈ HomA(Ω
nA,B) satisfies ǫ∗n(f) ∈ Im d
∗
n,
and we will show f ∼ω 0. Now ǫ∗n(f) ∈ Im d
∗
n means fǫn = tdn for some morphism
t :Wn−1 −→ B. So then fǫn = tηn−1ǫn and by right canceling ǫn we get f = tηn−1.
Therefore f factors through Wn−1, a trivially cofibrant object. But since B is
fibrant this is enough to conclude f ∼ω 0, by [Gil11, Proposition 4.4].
This proves the Claim, and establishes ℓExtn
M
(A,B) ∼= Ho(M)(ΩnA,B). A sim-
ilar argument with rExtnM(A,B) will establish Ho(M)(A,Σ
nB) ∼= rExtnM(A,B).

Because of the canonical isomorphism ℓExtnM(A,B)
∼= rExtnM(A,B) in Theo-
rem 6.3 we may, in the case that A is cofibrant and B is fibrant, simply denote this
group by ExtnM(A,B), with the realization that it may be computed by either a
canonical resolution of A, or, a canonical coresolution of B. With this observation
we make the following definition.
Definition 6.4. ExtnHo(M)(A,B) := Ext
n
M
(RQA,RQB).
Recall that there is a canonical functor γM : A −→ Ho(M). It is the identity on
objects, and takes a morphism f : A −→ B to [R(Q(f))]ω ∈ Homω(RQA,RQB),
where Q(f) and R(Q(f)) are any morphisms making the diagram below commute.
A
pA
←−−−− QA
jQA
−−−−→ RQAyf yQ(f) yR(Q(f))
B
pB
←−−−− QB
jQB
−−−−→ RQB
Theorem 6.5. Each ExtnHo(M)(A,B) defines a functor with the following proper-
ties.
(1) ExtnHo(M)(A,−) : A −→ Ab is a covariant additive functor and short exact
sequences in A are sent to long exact cohomology sequences of ExtnHo(M)
groups. ExtnHo(M)(A,−) descends via γM : A −→ Ho(M) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(M).
(2) ExtnHo(M)(−, B) : A −→ Ab is a contravariant additive functor and short ex-
act sequences in A are sent to long exact cohomology sequences of ExtnHo(M)
groups. ExtnHo(M)(−, B) decends via γM : A −→ Ho(M) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(M).
(3) We have the following isomorphisms, natural in both A and B:
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnM(QA,RB).
In particular, the group ExtnHo(M)(A,B) may be computed by either ap-
plying Hn[HomA(−, RB)] to a canonical resolution of A, or, by applying
Hn[HomA(QA,−)] to a canonical coresolution of B.
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Proof. (1) Bifibrant replacement determines a covariant additive functor RQ :
A −→ Stω(A). (It is well-defined, with respect to the choice of bifibrant replace-
ment objects used, up to a canonical isomorphism. It even descends to Stω(A)
via the factorization A
γω
−−→ Stω(A)
RQ
−−→ Stω(A); this follows from [Gil19, Lem-
mas 2.4 and 2.5].) Thus for any object A, we obtain a covariant additive func-
tor rExtnM(A,RQ(−)) : A −→ Ab, by Theorem 5.2 (2). Again, with respect to
the choices involved, it is well-defined up to a canonical isomorphism. In par-
ticular, for any fixed bifibrant replacement, RQA, we have a covariant additive
functor ExtnHo(M)(A,−) := rExt
n
M(RQA,RQ(−)). But if R
′Q′A is a different
choice of bifibrant replacement of A, then we have a canonical stable ω-equivalence
RQA
α
−→ R′Q′A by [DS95, Lemma 4.24]. This means [α]ω is an isomorphism in
Stω(A). It then follows from Theorem 5.2 (1) that we have isomorphisms
rExtn
M
(R′Q′A,RQB)
[α]∗B−−−→ rExtn
M
(RQA,RQB)
which assemble to a natural isomorphism
rExtn
M
(R′Q′A,RQ(−))
{[α]∗B}−−−−→ rExtn
M
(RQA,RQ(−)).
Thus we have proved that ExtnHo(M)(A,−) : A −→ Ab is a covariant additive functor
and it follows from Theorem 5.2 (2) along with the generalized horseshoe lemma,
[Bec14, Lemma 1.4.4] or see [Gil19], that it takes short exact sequences in A to
long exact sequences in Ab.
Now let us define ExtnHo(M)(A,−) on Ho(M). So say we have a morphism [f ]ω ∈
Ho(M)(A,B) := Homω(RQA,RQB). Then the definition Ext
n
Ho(M)(A, [f ]ω) :=
rExtn
M
(RQA, f) is well-defined by Theorem 5.2 (2), and this definition is compat-
ible with γM : A −→ Ho(M). (One could also check that Ext
n
Ho(M)(A,−) takes
weak equivalences in A to isomorphisms of abelian groups, since weak equivalences
between bifibrant objects are stable ω-equivalences. So the universal property of
Ho(M) applies and says that ExtnHo(M)(A,−) uniquely factors through γM. The
above makes this factorization explicit.)
The proof of (2) is similar; one shows that
ExtnHo(M)(−, B) := ℓExt
n
M
(RQ(−), RQB)
is a well-defined, additive and contravariant functor.
We now prove (3). First, for any A, consider any fibrant approximation sequence
0 −→ QA
j
−→ RQA
q
−→ C −→ 0, of QA. Applying ExtnM(−, RB) and using the
associated long exact sequence, along with Lemma 4.8, we conclude there is an
isomorphism j∗A : Ext
n
M
(RQA,RB) −→ Extn
M
(QA,RB). Now for any morphism
f : A −→ A′ we get a commutative diagram with exact rows:
0 −−−−→ QA
jA
−−−−→ RQA −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0yQ(f) yR(Q(f)) y
0 −−−−→ QA′
jA′−−−−→ RQA′ −−−−→ C′ −−−−→ 0
Since Extn
M
(−, RB) is a functor, applying it to the left square shows that we
have a natural isomorphism {j∗A} : Ext
n
M(RQA,RB) −→ Ext
n
M(QA,RB). Next,
for objects B, consider cofibrant approximation sequences 0 −→ F
i
−→ QRB
p
−→
RB −→ 0, of RB. A similar argument as above shows that we have a natural
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isomorphism {(pB)∗} : Ext
n
M
(RQA,QRB) −→ Extn
M
(RQA,RB). But finally, it is
easy to construct a natural transformation {τB} : RQB −→ QRB, with each τB
a weak equivalence. It follows from [DS95, Lemma 4.24] that each τB is a sta-
ble ω-equivalence. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2 (2) we have natural isomorphisms
{(τB)∗} : Ext
n
M(RQA,RQB) −→ Ext
n
M(RQA,QRB). So composing all these iso-
morphisms we get a natural isomorphism
{j∗A} ◦ {(pB)∗} ◦ {(τB)∗} : Ext
n
M(RQA,RQB) −→ Ext
n
M(QA,RB).

The next corollary, combined with Theorem 6.5(3), makes precise how we have
proved that morphism sets in Ho(M) may be realized as cohomology groups com-
puted via canonical (co)resolutions in A.
Corollary 6.6. There are natural isomorphisms:
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB)
Proof. We have ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnM(QA,RB)
∼= Ho(M)(ΩnQA,RB) by The-
orem 6.5 (3) and Theorem 6.3. Then by Proposition 6.2 (1), we continue to get
Ho(M)(ΩnQA,RB) ∼= Ho(M)(QΩnA,RB). All these isomorphisms are natural
and since cofibrant and fibrant replacements also provide natural isomorphisms in
Ho(M), we conclude that all these are naturally isomorphic to Ho(M)(ΩnA,B).
Similar reasoning shows ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB). 
Combining Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.6, we also recover the existence of long
exact sequences attached to short exact sequences.
Corollary 6.7. Any short exact sequence 0 −→ A −→ B −→ C −→ 0 in A induces long
exact sequences of abelian groups as follows:
(1) For each object X ∈ A, and setting Σ−n := Ωn for n > 0, there is a long
exact sequence:
· · · −→ Ho(M)(X,Σn−1C) −→ Ho(M)(X,ΣnA) −→ Ho(M)(X,ΣnB)
−→ Ho(M)(X,ΣnC) −→ Ho(M)(X,Σn+1C) −→ · · ·
(2) For each object X ∈ A, and setting Ω−n := Σn for n > 0, there is a long
exact sequence:
· · · −→ Ho(M)(Ωn−1A,X) −→ Ho(M)(ΩnC,X) −→ Ho(M)(ΩnB,X)
−→ Ho(M)(ΩnA,X) −→ Ho(M)(Ωn+1C,X) −→ · · ·
For any object A we can find a short exact sequence 0 −→ A −→ W −→ ΣA −→ 0
where W is trivial. Then since ExtnHo(M)(−, B) vanishes on trivial objects, and
sends short exact sequences to long exact sequences, we deduce the following di-
mension shifting formulas.
Corollary 6.8. The following dimension shifting formulas hold for all integers
m,n, where we are setting Σ−n := Ωn and Ω−n := Σn for n > 0:
ExtnHo(M)(A,B) =


Extn+mHo(M)(Σ
mA,B)
Extn+mHo(M)(A,Ω
mB).
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Example 6.9. Assume A has enough projectives, and suppose that (C,W) is a
projective cotorsion pair. It means M = (C,W ,A) is an hereditary abelian model
structure. There are a variety of such model structures on R-Mod, the category of
(say left) R-modules over a ring R, and Ch(R), the category of chain complexes of
such R-modules, described in [Gil16b]. The quintessential example is the cotorsion
pair (GP ,GP⊥), where GP is the class of Gorenstein projective R-modules over
an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring R. In any case, any cofibrant C ∈ C is a Gorenstein
projective object by [Gil16a, Theorem 5.2/5.4] and the proof given there reveals that
any M-resolution of C provides an exact chain complex, PC , with C = Z−1(PC)
and such that HomA(PC , P ) remains exact for any projective object P ∈ A. Such a
complex PC is usually called a totally acyclic complex of projectives, or, a complete
projective resolution of C. Thus a canonical resolution of a general object A ∈ A
provides a complete projective resolution, PQA, of a cofibrant approximation QA
of A. Moreover we have natural isomorphisms
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= Hn[HomA(PQA, B)] ∼= Ho(M)(A,Σ
nB)
due to Corollary 6.6 along with Theorem 6.5.
For a general ring R, if it turns out that (GP ,GP⊥) is indeed a complete cotorsion
pair, then it is automatic by [Gil16a, Theorem 5.2/5.4] that we have an hereditary
abelian model structure Mprj = (GP ,GP
⊥, R-Mod) on R-Mod. In this case it is
easy to see that a canonical resolution in Mprj of a Gorenstein projective module
is equivalent to a complete projective resolution since any cycle of a totally acyclic
complex of projectives is, by definition, Gorenstein projective.
7. Relation to the Yoneda Ext functor
We continue to let M = (Q,W ,R) denote an hereditary abelian model structure
on an abelian category A and let ω denote its core ω := Q ∩ W ∩ R. (Again, A
can in fact be an exact category and M an exact model structure; see Section 1.1).
In the previous sections we defined bifunctors ExtnHo(M) for all integers n. But the
usual Yoneda Ext functor, denoted ExtnA, is also defined for all natural numbers n.
Recall that it is defined, regardless of whether or not projective or injective reso-
lutions exist, to be the group of all (equivalence classes of) n-fold exact sequences.
See [Mac63, Chapter 3] or [Mit65, Chapter VII]. Our aim is to show that
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnA(QA,RB),
for n ≥ 1. We first consider some instances that will guarantee that the Yoneda Ext
functor descends to a functor on Stω(A), similar to what we saw in Theorems 4.7
and 5.2.
Proposition 7.1. Let M = (Q,W ,R) be an hereditary abelian model structure.
(1) For each cofibrant C ∈ Q and n ≥ 1, the covariant Yoneda Ext functor
ExtnA(C,−) : A −→ Ab identifies left homotopic maps. In particular, it
descends to an additive functor ExtnA(C,−) : Stω(A) −→ Ab by factoring
through γω : A −→ Stω(A).
(2) For each fibrant F ∈ R and n ≥ 1, the contravariant Yoneda Ext functor
ExtnA(−, F ) : A −→ Ab identifies right homotopic maps. In particular, it
descends to an additive functor ExtnA(−, F ) : Stω(A) −→ Ab by factoring
through γω : A −→ Stω(A).
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Proof. We will only prove (1) as statement (2) is dual. We need to show that
ExtnA(C, f) = Ext
n
A(C, g) whenever [f ]ℓ = [g]ℓ. (That is, whenever f and g are
left homotopic, which by [Gil11, Proposition 4.4], is the case if and only if their
difference factors through an object of RW :=W ∩R.)
We recall the Yoneda description of ExtnA(C,−). For a given object A, the
elements of ExtnA(C,A) are equivalence classes of exact n-sequences of the form
ǫ : 0 −→ A −→ Yn −→ · · · −→ Y2 −→ Y1 −→ C −→ 0.
As described in [Wei94, pp. 79], the equivalence relation is generated by the relation
∼, where ǫ′ ∼ ǫ means there exists some commutative diagram of the form
ǫ′ : 0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ Y ′n −−−−→ · · · −−−−→ Y
′
1 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0∥∥∥ y y ∥∥∥
ǫ : 0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ Yn −−−−→ · · · −−−−→ Y1 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0
As for morphisms, we recall that for a given f : A −→ B, then
ExtnA(C, f) : Ext
n
A(C,A) −→ Ext
n
A(C,B)
is a group homomorphism defined by the pushout construction:
0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ Yn −−−−→ Yn−1 −−−−→ · · · −−−−→ Y1 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0
f
y y ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ B −−−−→ P −−−−→ Yn−1 −−−−→ · · · −−−−→ Y1 −−−−→ C −−−−→ 0.
That these constructions determine a well-defined additive functor ExtnA(C,−) :
A −→ Ab is well-known and so it remains to show ExtnA(C, f) = 0 whenever f
factors through an object of RW . Our proof will rely on the fact that we can
replace any representative of ExtnA(C,A):
ǫ : 0 −→ A
k
−→ Yn
fn
−→ Yn−1
fn−1
−−−→ · · · −→ Y2
f2
−→ Y1
f1
−→ C −→ 0,
with an equivalent n-sequence
ǫ′ : 0 −→ A
k′
−→ Pn
tn−→ Qn−1
tn−1
−−−→ · · · −→ Q2
t2−→ Q1
t1−→ C −→ 0,
such that for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n−1, the object Li := ker ti ∈ Q. So lets first prove
this.
We start on the right end of ǫ, considering the exact 2-sequence shown
0 −→ ker f2 −→ Y2
f2
−→ Y1
f1
−→ C −→ 0.
Since (Q,RW ) has enough projectives, there is an epimorphism p : Q1 ։ Y1 with
Q1 ∈ Q. Letting P2 denote the pullback of Y2
f2
−→ Y1
p
←− Q1, one constructs a
morphism of exact 2-sequences
0 −−−−→ ker f2 −−−−→ P2
f ′2−−−−→ Q1
t1−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0∥∥∥ p′y py ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ ker f2 −−−−→ Y2
f2
−−−−→ Y1
f1
−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0.
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But then L1 := ker t1 is also cofibrant because the model structure is hereditary.
This morphism of exact 2-sequences can be extended to a morphism of exact n-
sequences, by “pasting” the top row, at ker f2, together with the rest of ǫ, yielding
the (Yoneda equivalent) exact n-sequence shown:
0 −→ A
k
−→ Yn
fn
−→ Yn−1
fn−1
−−−→ · · ·
f4
−→ Y3
f ′3−→ P2
f ′2−→ Q1
t1−→ C −→ 0.
Next, we focus on the portion of this new n-sequence shown below:
0 −→ ker f ′3 −→ Y3
f ′3−→ P2
f ′2−→ L1 −→ 0.
Recalling that L1 is cofibrant, we repeat the same procedure, obtaining another
Yoneda equivalent exact n-sequence as shown:
0 −→ A
k
−→ Yn
fn
−→ Yn−1
fn−1
−−−→ · · ·
f5
−→ Y4
f ′4−→ P3
f ′′3−−→ Q2
t2−→ Q1
t1−→ C −→ 0,
this one also having L2 := ker t2 cofibrant.
In this way, we can continue the process, from right to left, finally obtaining the
desired (Yoneda equivalent) exact n-sequence
ǫ′ : 0 −→ A
k′
−→ Pn
f ′′n−−→ Qn−1
tn−1
−−−→ Qn−2
tn−2
−−−→ · · · −→ Q2
t2−→ Q1
t1−→ C −→ 0
having Li := ker ti cofibrant for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1.
So now, finally, we are able to show ExtnA(C, f) = 0 whenever f : A −→ B factors
as f = βα through an object W ∈ RW . In this case, since Ext
1
A(Ln−1,W ) = 0,
the morphism A
α
−→ W extends over A
k′
−→ Pn. The Homotopy Lemma [Gil19,
Lemma 3.2] now applies and implies that the pushed-out n-sequence in the bottom
row of the diagram below represents 0 in ExtnA(C,B).
0 −−−−→ A
k′
−−−−→ Pn
tn−−−−→ Qn−1
tn−1
−−−−→ · · ·
t1−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0
f
y y ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ B −−−−→ P −−−−→ Qn−1
tn−1
−−−−→ · · ·
t1−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0.

With Proposition 7.1 in hand, we make the following definition and obtain the
next theorem. Note the analogy to Definition 6.4 and Theorem 6.5. However, we
are now restricted to only n ≥ 1.
Definition 7.2. ExtnHo(M)(A,B) := Ext
n
A(RQA,RQB), for n ≥ 1.
We again recall that there is a canonical functor γM : A −→ Ho(M). It is the
identity on objects, and takes a morphism f : A −→ B to the homotopy class
[R(Q(f))]ω ∈ Homω(RQA,RQB).
Theorem 7.3. For each n ≥ 1, ExtnHo(M)(A,B) defines a functor with the follow-
ing properties.
(1) ExtnHo(M)(A,−) : A −→ Ab is a covariant additive functor and short exact
sequences in A are sent to long exact cohomology sequences of ExtnHo(M)
groups. ExtnHo(M)(A,−) descends via γM : A −→ Ho(M) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(M).
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(2) ExtnHo(M)(−, B) : A −→ Ab is a contravariant additive functor and short ex-
act sequences in A are sent to long exact cohomology sequences of ExtnHo(M)
groups. ExtnHo(M)(−, B) descends via γM : A −→ Ho(M) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(M).
(3) We have the following isomorphisms, natural in both A and B:
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnA(QA,RB).
(4) We have the following isomorphisms, natural in both A and B:
Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= ExtnA(QA,RB)
∼= Ho(M)(A,ΣnB).
Proof. With the help of Proposition 7.1, the proofs of (1)–(3) are very similar to
the proofs of (1)–(3) of Theorem 6.5. It remains to prove (4) and we will now show
Ho(M)(ΩA,B) ∼= Ext1A(QA,RB). As shown in Proposition A.1, given an object
A we compute ΩA by taking a short exact sequence ΩA −→ WA −→ A −→ 0 with
WA ∈ W . (A potentially different ΩA resulting from a different short exact sequence
will be canonically isomorphic, in Ho(M)). From the generalized horseshoe lemma,
see [Bec14, Lemma 1.4.4] or [Gil19], we can find a cofibrant replacement sequence
as in the top row below:
0 −−−−→ QΩA −−−−→ QWA −−−−→ QA −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ ΩA −−−−→ WA −−−−→ A −−−−→ 0
Since W is closed under extensions we note that QWA ∈ QW , the class of trivially
cofibrant objects. Now given the other object B, we apply HomA(−, RB) to the
top row and it gives us a homomorphism
δ : HomA(QΩA,RB) −→ Ext
1
A(QA,RB).
In the Yoneda Ext description, δ is defined via “pushout”, as indicated below:
(7.1)
0 −−−−→ QΩA −−−−→ QWA −−−−→ QA −−−−→ 0
f
y y ∥∥∥
δ(f) : 0 −−−−→ RB −−−−→ P −−−−→ QA −−−−→ 0
We can prove directly that δ is onto. Indeed given any short exact sequence as in
the bottom row below, we use that Ext1A(QWA, RB) = 0 to construct a morphism
of short exact sequences as shown.
0 −−−−→ QΩA −−−−→ QWA −−−−→ QA −−−−→ 0
t
y y ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ RB −−−−→ Z −−−−→ QA −−−−→ 0
By [Bu¨h10, Proposition 2.12] the left square is a pushout, proving that the bottom
row is δ(t) as desired.
Claim: ker δ = { f ∈ HomA(QΩA,RB) | f ∼
ω 0 }
To prove the claim, suppose δ(f) = 0. It means that there exists a lift QA −→ P
(or section) in the pushout diagram (7.1) making the lower right triangle commute.
But by the Homotopy Lemma [Gil19, Lemma 3.2], this is equivalent to a morphism
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QWA −→ RB making the upper left triangle of diagram (7.1) commute. This proves
f factors through an object of QW . But since the source object QΩA is cofibrant
and the target object RB is fibrant, we conclude by [Gil11, Proposition 4.4(5)] that
f actually factors through an object of ω. This proves ⊆. To prove ⊇, suppose
f factors as QΩA
α
−→ W
β
−→ RB where W ∈ ω. Then applying HomA(−,W ) to
the top row of diagram (7.1), and using Ext1A(QA,W ) = 0, we see that α extends
through QΩA −→ QWA. Composing the new map with β, the Homotopy Lemma
now allows us to conclude δ(f) splits, so f ∈ ker δ. This completes the proof of the
Claim.
Thus δ descends to an isomorphism
Homω(QΩA,RB)
δ¯
−→ Ext1A(QA,RB).
The result for n = 1 now follows by composing with the natural isomorphism
Ho(M)(A,B) ∼= Homω(QA,RB).
For n > 1, we may use an inductive dimension shifting argument. For example,
from what we just proved we have Ho(M)(Ω2A,B) ∼= Ext1A(QΩA,RB). But ap-
plying HomA(−, RB) to the short exact sequence 0 −→ QΩA −→ QWA −→ QA −→ 0
we deduce Ext1A(QΩA,RB)
∼= Ext2A(QA,RB). Note that this dimension shifting
argument relies on the fact that (QW ,R) is an hereditary cotorsion pair because
we need ExtiA(QWA, RB) = 0 for all i ≥ 1.
We have shown Ho(M)(ΩnA,B) ∼= ExtnA(QA,RB) and a dual argument will
prove Ho(M)(A,ΣnB) ∼= ExtnA(QA,RB). Of course this also must be automatic
since Σ and Ω are inverse autoequivalences on Ho(M). 
From parts (3) and (4) of Theorem 7.3, along with Corollary 6.6, we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. For all objects A and B and each n ≥ 1 we have natural isomor-
phisms
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= ExtnA(QA,RB).
Note that while the above description of ExtnHo(M)(A,B) only holds for positive
integers we may use Corollary 6.8 to express any ExtnHo(M) group as an Ext
1
A group.
For example,
Ext−1Ho(M)(A,B)
∼= Ext0Ho(M)(ΣA,B)
∼= Ext1Ho(M)(Σ
2A,B) ∼= Ext1A(QΣ
2A,RB).
In particular, taking n = 0 and m = 1 in Corollaries 6.6 and 6.8, then applying
Theorem 7.3 (4) along with Proposition 6.2 yields the following result describing
morphism sets in the homotopy category as Ext1A groups on the ground category
A.
Corollary 7.5. For all objects A and B we have natural isomorphisms
Ext1A(ΣQA,RB)
∼= Ho(M)(A,B) ∼= Ext1A(QA,ΩRB).
Example 7.6. Let A be any additive category, including perhaps an exact or
abelian category. Let Ch(A)dw denote the associated chain complex category
along with the degreewise split exact structure. Denote the Yoneda Ext groups by
Extndw(X,Y ). They are equivalence classes of n-fold exact sequences of chain com-
plexes, obtained by the splicing together of degreewise split short exact sequences.
Ch(A)dw is a well-known Frobenius category and the contractible complexes serve
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as the projective-injective objects. It means we have a Hovey triple M = (All,
Contractible complexes, All). Its homotopy category is precisely K(A), the usual
chain homotopy category of complexes. In light of Example A.2 from Appendix A,
the isomorphisms at the end of Corollary 7.5 recover the well-known isomorphisms:
Ext1dw(ΣX,Y )
∼= K(A)(X,Y ) ∼= Ext1dw(X,Σ
−1Y ).
The statement of Theorem 7.3 (4) becomes the more general variation
K(A)(Σ−nX,Y ) ∼= Extndw(X,Y )
∼= K(A)(X,ΣnY ).
Similar statements are recovered for any Frobenius category. So for example, taking
a field k and a finite group G, then the category kG-Mod of modules over the group
algebra kG is a Frobenius category. The analogous statements recover basic facts
of group cohomology.
8. The functors TorHo(M)n
In this section we use canonical resolutions to define Tor functors, assuming
that all trivially cofibrant objects are flat. To this end we suppose that we have a
covariant additive functor − ⊗ − : A ×A′ −→ Ab, called a tensor product, defined
on abelian (or exact) categories A and A′. Recall, Ab is the category of abelian
groups. For each object A ∈ A, the functor A⊗ − is assumed to be right exact in
the sense that it takes short exact sequences to right exact sequences in Ab. We
say that A is flat if A ⊗ − is an exact functor. Similarly, each − ⊗ A′ is assumed
right exact and we say A′ is flat if it is exact.
We keep our usual running assumption that the model structure M = (Q,W ,R)
on A is hereditary. But in addition, we assume throughout this section that all
objects in Q∩W are flat. Similarly, we assume A′ has an hereditary model structure
M′ = (Q′,W ′,R′) for which all objects in Q′ ∩ W ′ are flat. Note that these
assumptions imply that each object of A, or A′, can be represented as a quotient
of a flat object.
Lemma 8.1. Any short exact sequence in A, or A′, ending with a flat object is a
pure exact sequence. That is, it remains exact after being tensored by any object of
the other category.
Proof. A standard formal argument, see for example [Lan97, Lemma XVI.3.3], will
work in this setting. 
Definition 8.2. For objects A ∈ A and B ∈ A′, we define
ℓTorMn (A,B) := Hn[WA ⊗B],
where WA is an M-resolution of A. Similarly we define
rTorMn (A,B) := Hn[A⊗WB ],
whereWB is an M
′-resolution of B. Different choices forWA orWB yield canonical
isomorphisms of abelian groups.
Let us prove the statement that ℓTorMn (A,B) is well-defined (up to a canonical
isomorphism), regardless of the choice of resolution WA. Indeed if WA and W
′
A
are two M-resolutions of A, then by Corollary 4.2 there is a canonical isomorphism
[α] :WA −→W
′
A inK(A). For any object B ∈ A
′, since −⊗B is a covariant additive
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functor, it takes α to a chain homotopy equivalenceWA⊗B
α⊗B
−−−→W ′A⊗B of chain
complexes of abelian groups. It follows that we have a canonical isomorphism:
Hn[WA ⊗B]
Hn([α⊗B])
−−−−−−−→ Hn[W
′
A ⊗ B].
Theorem 8.3. Each ℓTorMn (A,B) is a covariant additive functor in both A and
B and satisfies the following properties:
(1) If A ∈ A is cofibrant, then short exact sequences in A′ are sent to long exact
homology sequences of ℓTorMn groups. Moreover, for any A, the functors
ℓTorn
M
(A,−) identify right homotopic maps. In particular each factors
through γ′ : A′ −→ Stω′(A
′).
(2) For any B ∈ A′, each cofibration in A induces a long exact homology
sequence of ℓTorMn (−, B) groups. Moreover, for any B, each ℓTor
M
n (−, B)
factors through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
Proof. For any fixed resolution WA of A we have the functor Hn[WA⊗−] which is
covariant and additive and so ℓTorMn (A,−) := Hn[WA ⊗ −] is such a functor. For
a different choice of resolution W ′A then going back to the paragraph after Defini-
tion 8.2, one can verify that the [α⊗B] assemble to provide a natural isomorphism
of functors
{Hn([α⊗B])} : Hn[W
′
A ⊗−] −→ Hn[WA ⊗−].
Thus ℓTorMn (A,−) is a functor that is well-defined up to canonical isomorphism.
We now go on to prove statement (1). So suppose A ∈ A is cofibrant and
0 −→ B′
f
−→ B
g
−→ B′′ −→ 0
is a short exact sequence. By Lemma 4.3 (4), we know that all components of
WA are (trivially) cofibrant, and therefore flat. So applying WA ⊗ − gives us the
following short exact sequence
0 −→WA ⊗B
′ −→WA ⊗B −→WA ⊗B
′′ −→ 0.
Now applying homology Hn, the fundamental lemma of homological algebra pro-
vides the long exact sequence of ℓTorMn groups.
Next, we show that for any A ∈ A, the functors ℓTorMn (A,−) identify right
homotopic maps. We recall that two maps are right homotopic, written f ∼r g, if
and only if g− f factors through a trivially cofibrant object. We wish to show that
ℓTorMn (A, f) = ℓTor
M
n (A, g) for such maps. But since ℓTor
M
n (A,−) is an additive
functor it is enough to show ℓTorMn (A, h) = 0 whenever h ∼
r 0. So suppose h = βα
where B1
α
−→ Q
β
−→ B2 and Q ∈ Q
′ ∩W ′. Then we get
WA ⊗B1
α⊗B
−−−→WA ⊗Q
β⊗B
−−−→WA ⊗B2.
But since Q is flat the complex WA ⊗Q is acyclic, and so ℓTor
M
n (A,Q) = 0 for all
n. This proves that ℓTorMn (A, h) : ℓTor
M
n (A,B1) −→ ℓTor
M
n (A,B2) is 0 for all n.
We now turn to show that ℓTorMn (A,B) is a functor in variable A and prove
the statements in (2). First, Corollary 4.2 tells us that M-resolutions provide a
functor, A −→ K(A), well-defined on objects up to a canonical isomorphism, and
that it factors as A
γω
−−→ Stω(A) −→ K(A). For a fixed B, since −⊗B is a covariant
additive functor it induces a functor −⊗B : K(A) −→ K(Ab), where here K(Ab)
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is the homotopy category of chain complexes of abelian groups. Finally, composing
all these functors with homology gives us a covariant additive functor
A
γω
−−→ Stω(A) −→ K(A)
−⊗B
−−−→ K(Ab)
Hn−−→ Ab,
which is precisely the functor ℓTorMn (−, B).
Finally, suppose we have a short exact sequence
E : 0 −→ A
f
−→ A′
g
−→ C −→ 0
with C cofibrant. Then using the Horseshoe Lemma 4.5 we may extend E to a
short exact sequence of M-resolutions
0 −→WA
{fn}
−−−→WA′
{gn}
−−−→WC −→ 0.
Since C is cofibrant, all components ofWC are trivially cofibrant by Lemma 4.3 (4).
So by Lemma 8.1, applying −⊗B gives us another short exact sequence
0 −→WA ⊗B
{fn⊗B}
−−−−−→WA′ ⊗B
{gn⊗B}
−−−−−→WC ⊗B −→ 0.
Finally, applying homology Hn, the fundamental lemma of homological algebra
provides the long exact sequence of ℓTorMn groups. 
We state the right version now too.
Theorem 8.4. Each rTorMn (A,B) is a covariant additive functor in both A and
B and satisfies the following properties:
(1) If B ∈ A′ is cofibrant, then short exact sequences in A are sent to long exact
homology sequences of rTorMn groups. Moreover, for any B, the functors
rTornM(−, B) identify right homotopic maps. In particular each factors
through γ : A −→ Stω(A).
(2) For any A ∈ A, each cofibration in A′ induces a long exact homology se-
quence of ℓTorMn (A,−) groups. Moreover, for any A, each rTor
M
n (A,−)
factors through γ′ : A′ −→ Stω′(A
′).
We also have the following easy lemmas concerning the vanishing of the functors
ℓTorMn and rTor
M
n .
Lemma 8.5. If either A or B is trivially cofibrant, then for all n ∈ Z, we have
both ℓTorMn (A,B) = 0 and rTor
M
n (A,B) = 0.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 (1)+(2) along with Lemma 8.1. 
TorMn (A,B) is balanced in the case that A and B are each cofibrant.
Proposition 8.6. If A and B are each cofibrant then we have natural isomorphisms
ℓTorMn (A,B)
∼= rTorMn (A,B) for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. One can imitate the usual proof that Tor is balanced by flat modules.
See [Wei94, Theorem 2.7.2]. The key ingredient is to note that all components
ofWA andWB will be trivially cofibrant, and hence flat. So each may be truncated
at the cycles in any degree we wish; for example,
· · · −→Wn+2 −→Wn+1 −→ ZnW −→ 0
becomes a flat resolution of ZnW . Hence the [Wei94, Acyclic Assembly Lemma
Theorem 2.7.3] will apply to conclude that ℓTorMk (A,B)
∼= rTorMk (A,B) for all
k > n, and hence for all k ∈ Z. 
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Because of the natural isomorphism ℓTorMn (A,B)
∼= rTorMn (A,B) in Proposi-
tion 8.6 we may, in the case that A and B are each is cofibrant, simply denote this
group by TorMn (A,B), with the realization that it may be computed by either a
canonical resolution of A, or, a canonical resolution of B. With this observation we
make the following definition.
Definition 8.7. TorHo(M)n (A,B) := Tor
M
n (RQA,RQB).
The main properties of TorHo(M)n (A,B) appear in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.8. Each TorHo(M)n (A,B) defines a functor with the following proper-
ties.
(1) TorHo(M)n (A,−) : A
′ −→ Ab is a covariant additive functor and short exact
sequences in A′ are sent to long exact homology sequences of TorHo(M)n
groups. TorHo(M)n (A,−) descends via γ
′ : A′ −→ Ho(A′) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(A′).
(2) TorHo(M)n (−, B) : A −→ Ab is a covariant additive functor and short ex-
act sequences in A are sent to long exact homology sequences of TorHo(M)n
groups. TorHo(M)n (−, B) descends via γA : A −→ Ho(A) to a well-defined
functor on Ho(A).
(3) We have the following isomorphisms, natural in both A and B:
TorHo(M)n (A,B)
∼= TorMn (QA,QB).
In particular, the group TorHo(M)n (A,B) may be computed by either applying
Hn[− ⊗ QB] to a canonical resolution of A, or, by applying Hn[QA ⊗ −]
to a canonical resolution of B.
(4) Suppose that our categories A and A′ have enough projectives. Then the
usual construction of left derived functors via projective resolutions yields
bifunctors Torn(−,−) for n ≥ 0. We have
TorHo(M)n (A,B)
∼= Torn(QA,QB)
for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. The reader can formulate a proof by imitating the proof of Theorem 6.5.
To prove (4) assume we have enough projective. So for any B we have left derived
functors Torn(−, B) of − ⊗ B. We note that if C is a trivially cofibrant object
then Torn(C,B) = 0 for n ≥ 1. Indeed any projective resolution of C will have all
kernels trivially cofibrant since QW contains all projectives and by the hereditary
hypothesis. It follows from Lemma 8.1 that P ⊗ B −→ C ⊗ B −→ 0 remains exact
for any projective resolution P −→ C −→ 0. This proves Torn(C,B) = 0 for n ≥ 1.
It now follows from [Lan97, Dual of Theorem XX.6.2] that the usual left derived
functors Torn(A,B) (n ≥ 0) may be computed, on any object A, via any resolution
of A by trivially cofibrant objects. So since TorHo(M)n (A,B) can be computed by
applying Hn[− ⊗ QB] to any canonical resolution of A, and since any canonical
resolution of A will provide a resolution of QA by trivially cofibrant objects, we
conclude TorHo(M)n (A,B)
∼= Torn(QA,QB) for n ≥ 1. 
9. Canonical resolutions are cofibrant replacements
Hanno Becker shows in [Bec18] that if M = (Q,W ,R) is a cofibrantly gener-
ated abelian model structure on a Grothendieck category A, then M will lift to
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several Quillen equivalent model structures on Ch(A). We don’t know whether or
not these constructions can be done universally, for any hereditary abelian model
structure on any abelian category A. However the work in this paper certainly
relates to the Becker’s model structures and this section is aimed to make explicit
how our canonical resolutions give rise to cofibrant replacements in Becker’s model
structures.
Unless stated otherwise M = (Q,W ,R) once again denotes any hereditary
abelian model structure on any abelian (or exact) category A. Throughout this
section, we will let C denote the class of all exact (acyclic) chain complexes with
all cycles cofibrant but with all components trivially cofibrant. In the author’s no-
tation from [Gil04] and [Gil08], it means C := Q˜ ∩ dwQ˜W . On the other hand, we
let F denote the class of all exact chain complexes with all cycles fibrant but with
all components trivially fibrant. That is, F := R˜ ∩ dwR˜W .
9.1. Special C-precovers of sphere complexes. Let A be any object of A, and
let WA be any M-resolution. So
WA ≡ (Wn≥0
ǫA−→ A
ηA
−−→Wn≤−1),
where Wn≥0
ǫA−→ A is a resolution constructed by using enough projectives of
(QW ,R), and A
ηA
−−→ Wn≤−1 is a coresolution constructed by using enough in-
jectives of (Q,RW). Writing d1 = e1η0 where e1 : W1 −→ ker ǫA is an epimorphism
and η0 : ker ǫA −→ W0 is a monomorphism, we get a short exact sequence of chain
complexes:
...
...
W2 W2
W1 W1 0
ker ǫA W0 A
W−1 W−1 0
W−2 W−2 0
...
...
d2 d2
e1 d1
e1
η0
0
ǫA
d0 ηA
d−1 d−1
Recall that the complex on the right is often denoted S0(A), and called the sphere
on A. With this notation we will denote the above short exact sequence by
(9.1) 0 −→ KA −→WA
ǫA−→ S0(A) −→ 0.
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Lemma 9.1. Let X ≡ (Xn≥0
ǫB−−→ B
ηB
−−→ Xn≤−1) be a full augmentation of an
object B such that each Xn is trivially cofibrant for n ≥ 0, and B
ηB
−−→ Xn≤−1 is a
coresolution with cok ηB and each cok dn cofibrant for n ≤ −1. Then in the short
exact sequence of (9.1), any chain map {fn} : X −→ KA must be null homotopic.
Proof. Looking at the construction of KA we note that
KA ≡ (Kn≥0 −→ 0 −→ Kn≤−1)
is a full augmentation of 0, where Kn≥0 −→ 0 is the resolution
· · · −→W2
d2−→W1
e1−→ ker ǫA
0
−→ 0 −→ 0
which has every kernel (cycle) a fibrant object, and, 0 −→ Kn≤−1 is the co-augmentation
0 −→ 0
0
−→W−1
d−1
−−→W−2 −→ · · ·
which has all components trivially fibrant.
Now any chain map X −→ KA is an extension of the trivial map B −→ 0. So
such a chain map must be null homotopic by Lemma 3.3 by taking X = QW and
Y = RW in the statement of that lemma. 
Proposition 9.2. The short exact sequence (9.1) satisfies the following:
(1) Any chain map WB −→ KA is null homotopic whenever WB is an M-
resolution of some object B.
(2) Any chain map C −→ KA is null homotopic whenever C ∈ C.
(3) Ext1Ch(A)(C,KA) = 0 for any C ∈ C. That is, KA ∈ C
⊥.
(4) If A is cofibrant, then the short exact sequence in (9.1) is a special C-
precover of S0(A).
Proof. Statement (1) follows from Lemma 9.1 by taking X = WB. Statement (2)
also follows from Lemma 9.1 by taking X = C and B = Z−1C.
For (3), since ker ǫA ∈ R, we see that in fact all the components of KA are
fibrant. Thus the Yoneda Ext group Ext1Ch(A)(C,KA) coincides with the subgroup
Ext1dw(C,KA) of all degreewise split short exact sequences 0 −→ KA −→ Z −→ C −→ 0.
But then from Example 7.6, it follows from (2) that any such short exact sequence
truly splits in the category Ch(A). That is, Ext1Ch(A)(C,KA) = 0.
For (4), note that if A is cofibrant then the hereditary condition guarantees that
WA ∈ C. So in this case, (3) tells us that ǫA : WA ։ S
0(A) is a special C-precover
in the category Ch(A). 
Theorem 9.3. For any object A ∈ A, the complex Sn(A) has a special C-precover.
More specifically, the composition WQA
ǫQA
−−→ Sn(QA)
Sn(pA)
−−−−−→ Sn(A) is a special
C-precover whenever QA
pA
−−→ A is a cofibrant replacement in M.
Proof. The composition is certainly an epimorphism, and we have WQA ∈ C. So it
is left to show that the kernel of the composition is in C⊥. Note that the diagram
below is commutative and has exact rows.
0 −−−−→ KQA −−−−→ WQA
ǫQA
−−−−→ Sn(QA) −−−−→ 0y Sn(pA) ◦ ǫQAy ySn(pA)
0 −−−−→ 0 −−−−→ Sn(A) Sn(A) −−−−→ 0
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It follows from the snake lemma that the kernel of the composition Sn(pA) ◦ ǫQA is
an extension of KQA and kerS
n(pA). (For exact categories we can apply the 3× 3-
Lemma [Bu¨h10, Cor.3.6].) Since C⊥ is closed under extensions and since KQA ∈ C
⊥
by Proposition 9.2(4), it remains to show that kerSn(pA) ∈ C
⊥. But recall that a
cofibrant replacement pA arises from a short exact sequence
0 −→ RA
iA−→ QA
pA
−−→ A −→ 0
with QA ∈ Q and RA ∈ RW , so RA is trivially fibrant. Now for any C ∈ C, we
see that HomA(C, S
n(RA)) remains exact since the cycles of C are all cofibrant. It
follows that for all C ∈ C, any chain map C −→ Sn(RA) is null homotopic. But also
Ext1(C, Sn(RA)) consists of all degreewise split short exact sequences
0 −→ Sn(RA) −→ Z −→ C −→ 0,
and it follows from this that Ext1(C, Sn(RA)) = 0. Again we are using the state-
ments in Example 7.6. 
Now assume that A is a Grothendieck category and that the model structure
M = (Q,W ,R) is cofibrantly generated. Becker shows in [Bec18] that M lifts
to a cofibrantly generated abelian model structure (C,V , dgR˜), on Ch(A). So the
trivially cofibrant chain complexes are those in C ∩ V = Q˜W , the class of all exact
complexes with trivially cofibrant cycles. The class of all fibrant complexes is
dgR˜ := Q˜W
⊥
. The next result tells us that cofibrant replacements in this model
structure can be used to compute ExtnHo(M)(A,B). Dual results hold for special
F -preenvelopes and fibrant approximations.
Corollary 9.4. Assume that A is a Grothendieck category and that M = (Q,W ,R)
is cofibrantly generated. Then any canonical resolution of A ∈ A provides a cofibrant
replacement of S0(A) in the model structure (C,V , dgR˜). Moreover,
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Hn[HomA(C,RB)]
where C is any cofibrant replacement of S0(A) in the model structure (C,V , dgR˜),
and RB is any fibrant replacement of B in M.
Proof. The special C-precover of S0(A) from Theorem 9.3 provides a short exact
sequence 0 −→ J −→ WQA −→ S
0(A) −→ 0. It has WQA ∈ C and J ∈ C
⊥. This is
precisely a cofibrant replacement of S0(A), in (C,V , dgR˜). Given any other such
cofibrant replacement sequence 0 −→ K −→ C −→ S0(A) −→ 0 we deduce from [Gil19,
Fundamental Lemma 3.4] that there is a canonical isomorphism [f ]X : WQA −→ C
in the category StX (Ch(A)), where X = C ∩ C
⊥. This is the stable category of
Ch(A) modulo the equivalence relation ∼X defined by f ∼X g iff g − f factors
through an object of X . But one can verify that the complexes in X are precisely
the contractible complexes with components in the core ω = Q ∩ W ∩ R. Since
these complexes are contractible, f ∼X g implies f and g are chain homotopic. It
follows that a representative f of the canonical isomorphism [f ]X : WQA −→ C must
be a chain homotopy equivalence. It then follows that the induced morphisms
Hn[HomA(C,RB)]
Hn([f∗])
−−−−−−→ Hn[HomA(WQA, RB)]
are all isomorphisms. So the result now follows from Theorem 6.5(3). 
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9.2. Special C-precovers of trivial resolutions. Again let A ∈ A, but now
consider a full trivial resolution W ≡ (Wn≥0
ǫ
−→ A
η
−→ Wn≤−1) in the sense of
Definition 6.1. The proof of Proposition 6.2 constructs a short exact sequence
(9.2) 0 −→ R −→ QW −→W −→ 0,
where R ∈ R˜W , the class of all exact complexes with trivially fibrant cycles, and
QW ∈ C.
Theorem 9.5. The epimorphism in the short exact sequence of (9.2) is a special
C-precover and we have an isomorphism
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Hn[HomA(QW,RB)].
Proof. It follows from [Gil04, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.9] that Ext1Ch(A)(C,R) = 0
for all C ∈ C. Therefore the epimorphism QW −→W of (9.2) is a special C-precover
of W .
Next, the argument in the proof of Theorem 6.3 can be imitated to show
Hn[HomA(QW,RB)] ∼= Homω(QΩ
nA,RB) ∼= Ho(M)(ΩnA,B)
and so the result follows from Corollary 6.6. 
Now we get the following corollary in the same way we obtained Corollary 9.4.
Corollary 9.6. Assume that A is a Grothendieck category and that M = (Q,W ,R)
is cofibrantly generated. Then
ExtnHo(M)(A,B)
∼= Hn[HomA(QW,RB)]
where QW is any cofibrant replacement, in the model structure (C,V , dgR˜), of a full
trivial resolution W ≡ (Wn≥0
ǫ
−→ A
η
−→Wn≤−1), and RB is any fibrant replacement
of B in M.
Appendix A. The suspension and loop functor
In this Appendix we give a direct construction of the suspension and loop functors
on the homotopy category of an hereditary exact model structure. So throughout,
we let A be an exact category and assume it to have an exact model structure and
we let M = (Q,W ,R) denote the associated triple [Gil11, Theorem 3.3]. We also
continue to assume that the cotorsion pairs are hereditary and we let ω := Q∩W∩R
denote its core. For those interested only in abelian categories, simply replace “ad-
missible monomorphism” with “ monomorphism” and “admissible epimorphism”
with “epimorphism”. See Section 1.1 and [Bu¨h10] and [Gil11].
We gave a definition of Ho(M), the homotopy category of M, in Section 2.
Using this definition we will now give a direct construction of Ho(M)
Σ
−→ Ho(M),
the suspension functor, and its inverse Ho(M)
Ω
−→ Ho(M), the loop functor. In an
appendix of his thesis, Hanno Becker gave a different proof that showed that the
loop and suspension functors can be computed as described in the next proposition.
Proposition A.1. Let M = (Q,W ,R) be an hereditary exact model structure on
A and Ho(M) its homotopy category.
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(1) The process of taking the cokernel of any admissible monomorphism X ֌
W with W ∈ W determines an additive endofunctor Ho(M)
Σ
−→ Ho(M),
called the suspension functor. It is well-defined on objects up to a canon-
ical isomorphism.
(2) The process of taking the kernel of any admissible epimorphism W ։ X
with W ∈ W determines an additive endofunctor Ho(M)
Ω
−→ Ho(M), called
the loop functor. It is well-defined on objects up to a canonical isomor-
phism.
(3) Σ and Ω are each left and right adjoint to each other.
(4) In fact, Σ and Ω are inverse automorphisms of Ho(M). In particular, Σ is
what is usually called a translation functor on Ho(M).
Proof. We first note that since the cotorsion pairs are hereditary we may use the
generalized horseshoe lemma, [Bec14, Lemma 1.4.4] or see [Gil19], to construct,
for any given admissible short exact sequence X ֌ W ։ Y with W ∈ W , a
commutative diagram as below whose rows are admissible short exact sequences,
and top row a bifibrant approximation sequence for X ֌W ։ Y .
0 −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ RQW −−−−→ RQY −−−−→ 0x x x
0 −−−−→ QX −−−−→ QW −−−−→ QY −−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−→ X −−−−→ W −−−−→ Y −−−−→ 0
Note that RQW ∈ ω, since W is closed under extensions.
Now consider two arbitrary objects X and X ′ and two arbitrary admissible short
exact sequencesX ֌W ։ Y , andX ′֌W ′ ։ Y ′, withW,W ′ ∈ W . A morphism
X −→ X ′, in Ho(M), is (by definition) a morphism in Homω(RQX,RQX
′); so it
is an equivalence class RQX
[f ]
−−→ RQX ′ for the relation ∼ω. But (Q ∩ R, ω) is a
complete cotorsion pair in the Frobenius category Q ∩ R, and so by [Gil19, Dual
Fundamental Lemma 2.5], the representative map RQX
f
−→ RQX ′ completes to a
morphism of short exact sequences
0 −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ RQW −−−−→ RQY −−−−→ 0
f
y hy cy
0 −−−−→ RQX ′ −−−−→ RQW ′ −−−−→ RQY ′ −−−−→ 0.
Moreover, [c] ∈ Homω(RQY,RQY
′) is uniquely determined by just [f ], the equiv-
alence class of f .
Thus by taking X = X ′ and [f ] = [1X ], we get a morphism QY
[c]
−→ QY ′ and a
reversal QY ′
[d]
−→ QY which together must satisfy [d] ◦ [c] = [1QY ] and [c] ◦ [d] =
[1QY ′ ] (due to the uniqueness portion of [Gil19, Dual Fundamental Lemma 2.5]).
Of course [c] is a morphism from Y −→ Y ′, in Ho(M), and so it is an isomorphism
with inverse [d]. Thus we have shown that the process of taking a ΣX sitting within
an admissible short exact sequence X ֌ W ։ ΣX , with W ∈ W , is unique up to
a canonical isomorphism in Ho(M).
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But in fact the action X 7→ ΣX is not just well-defined on objects: One verifies
with similar arguments that the general action [f ] 7→ Σ([f ]) := [c] determines a
functor, Ho(M)
Σ
−→ Ho(M). The uniqueness portion of [Gil19, Dual Fundamen-
tal Lemma 2.5] will also show that Σ is additive. On the other hand, similar
arguments using [Gil19, Fundamental Lemma 2.4] provide us with the dual loop
functor Ho(M)
Ω
−→ Ho(M).
We now show Ω is left adjoint to Σ. Recall that this means there is a bijection
of the hom-sets δX,Y : Ho(M)(ΩX,Y ) ∼= Ho(M)(X,ΣY ), that is,
δX,Y : Homω(RQΩX,RQY )
∼= Homω(RQX,RQΣY ),
and that it is natural in both X and Y . But it is easy now to define such a natural
bijection. Given X and Y , write the short exact sequences 0 −→ ΩX −→ WX −→
X −→ 0 and 0 −→ Y −→ WY −→ ΣY −→ 0. Then for [f ] ∈ Homω(RQΩX,RQY ),
define δX,Y ([f ]) = [c] in the diagram below where we again are using [Gil19, Dual
Fundamental Lemma 2.5] applied to the cotorsion pair (Q∩R, ω) in the Frobenius
category Q∩R:
0 −−−−→ RQΩX −−−−→ RQWX −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ 0
f
y y cy
0 −−−−→ RQY −−−−→ RQWY −−−−→ ΣRQY −−−−→ 0
Then it is clear that δ is a bijection with inverse defined by δ−1X,Y ([c]) = [f ] because
of the Fundamental Lemmas. Naturality in Y means that given any morphism
([g] : Y1 −→ Y2) ∈ Ho(M)(Y1, Y2) = Homω(RQY1, RQY2),
we have commutativity of the square:
Homω(RQΩX,RQY1)
δX,Y1−−−−→ Homω(RQX,RQΣY1)
[g]∗
y y(Σ[g])∗
Homω(RQΩX,RQY2) −−−−→
δX,Y2
Homω(RQX,RQΣY2)
So given [f ] ∈ Homω(RQΩX,RQY1) we form the commutative diagram:
0 −−−−→ RQΩX −−−−→ RQWX −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ 0
f
y y yc
0 −−−−→ RQY1 −−−−→ RQWY1 −−−−→ RQΣY1 −−−−→ 0
g
y y yc′
0 −−−−→ RQY2 −−−−→ RQWY2 −−−−→ RQΣY2 −−−−→ 0
In order to check commutativity of the naturality diagram, we compute
δX,Y2([g]∗([f ])) = δX,Y2([g] ◦ [f ]) = δX,Y2([gf ]).
And on the other hand,
(Σ[g])∗(δX,Y1([f ])) = (Σ[g]) ◦ ([c]) = [c
′] ◦ [c] = [c′c].
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But δX,Y2([gf ]) = [c
′c] by [Gil19, Dual Fundamental Lemma 2.5]. This completes
the verification of naturality in Y . To check naturality in X one must show that
given [h] : X1 −→ X2, we have commutativity of the square:
Homω(RQΩX2, RQY )
δX2,Y−−−−→ Homω(RQX2, RQΣY )
Ω([h])∗
y y[h]∗
Homω(RQΩX1, RQY ) −−−−→
δX2,Y
Homω(RQX1, RQΣY ) .
This holds in a similar way and proves that Ω is left adjoint to Σ. Moreover, the
same methods will show that Ω is also right adjoint to Σ.
We now show that there are natural isomorphisms of functors ΩΣ ∼= IHo(M) and
ΣΩ ∼= IHo(M), where IHo(M) is the identity functor on Ho(M). We just do this
for ΣΩ ∼= IHo(M). Thus we are required to construct for each X ∈ Ho(M), an
isomorphism ([ψX ] : ΣΩX −→ X) ∈ Homω(RQΣΩX,RQX) such that given any
([f ] : X −→ Y ) ∈ Homω(RQX,RQY ) we have a commutative square:
ΣΩX
[ψX ]
−−−−→ X
ΣΩ([f ])
y y[f ]
ΣΩY −−−−→
[ψY ]
Y
Applying the definition of Ω, we obtain a commutative diagram
0 −−−−→ RQΩX −−−−→ RQWX −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ 0
k
y hy fy
0 −−−−→ RQΩY −−−−→ RQWY −−−−→ RQY −−−−→ 0
and Ω([f ]) = [k]. Then from the definition of Σ we get short exact sequences
0 −→ ΩX −→ WΩX −→ ΣΩX −→ 0 and 0 −→ ΩY −→ WΩY −→ ΣΩY −→ 0 and these lead
us to the commutative diagram (three sides of a parallelepiped):
0 −−−−→ RQΩX −−−−→ RQWΩX −−−−→ RQΣΩX −−−−→ 0∥∥∥ h1y yψX
0 −−−−→ RQΩX −−−−→ RQWX −−−−→ RQX −−−−→ 0
k
y hy fy
0 −−−−→ RQΩY −−−−→ RQWY −−−−→ RQY −−−−→ 0∥∥∥ h2x xψY
0 −−−−→ RQΩY −−−−→ RQWΩY −−−−→ RQΣΩY −−−−→ 0
Since we can find reversals for ψX and ψY , it readily follows from [Gil19, Dual
Fundamental Lemma 2.5] that [ψX ] : ΣΩX −→ X and [ψY ] : ΣΩY −→ Y are iso-
morphisms. So these form the natural isomorphisms that we seek, we just need to
finish the argument that the proper square commutes.
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But we may compose the left most vertical arrows, and this composition is
just k : RQΩX −→ RQΩY . Applying the definition of Σ we get fill in maps
h′ : RQWΩX −→ RQWΩY and c : RQΣΩX −→ RQΣΩY so that Σ([k]) = [c]. Fur-
thermore, [Gil19, Dual Fundamental Lemma 2.5] implies [hh1] = [h2h
′] and [fψX ] =
[ψY c]. In particular, [f ] ◦ [ψX ] = [ψY ] ◦ [c]. That is, [f ] ◦ [ψX ] = [ψY ] ◦ΣΩ([f ]). 
Example A.2. Let A be any exact category. Let Ch(A) denote the associated
chain complex category along with the exact structure it inherits degreewise. Sup-
pose M = (Q,W ,R) is an hereditary exact model structure on Ch(A). If W
contains all contractible complexes, then we can take Σ to be the usual suspension
functor (shift against arrows, and change differentials to −d), and Ω to be its in-
verse Σ−1. (Reason.) It is an easy exercise to construct degreewise split short exact
sequences
0 −→ X −→
⊕
n∈Z
Dn+1(Xn) −→ ΣX −→ 0
and
0 −→ Σ−1X −→
⊕
n∈Z
Dn(Xn) −→ X −→ 0
and
⊕
n∈ZD
n+1(Xn) and
⊕
n∈ZD
n(Xn) are contractible complexes.
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